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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

CEO REPORT

I proudly commend and applaud the work of Diaspora
Action Australia throughout the 2020/21 ﬁnancial year. As
a member of the Board since 2014, and the Chair since
2016, it is with much regret and sadness to know that this
will be DAA’s ﬁnal Annual Report.

As we celebrate the work of DAA throughout the 2020/21
ﬁnancial year, we must also acknowledge, with great
sadness, that this will be DAA’s ﬁnal Annual Report. DAA
has been unfunded for the past 6 months and will cease
to operate from December 2021.

While there’s much to celebrate across DAA’s 13 years,
we are deeply concerned about the critical gap this will
create for diaspora communities nationally. DAA’s role
is unique in Australia and has been highly valued by our
diaspora partners. Our longstanding partnerships are
built on trust, mutual respect, and a genuine commitment
to walk the journey together. We have built capacity and
capability over time, through mentoring and collaborative
practices.
We are incredibly proud of the contributions DAA has
made throughout its history. The true impact of our work
is best evidenced through the extensive achievements
of the diaspora communities we have supported. We
thank each and every diaspora community member, and
organisation, we’ve had the privilege to work alongside.
We recognise this is a signiﬁcant loss for the diaspora in
Australia, and the communities they serve overseas. We
will continue our work to connect them with any available
support prior to our closure.
DAA was founded on the passion and vision of people
who see the need for this niche work, who value the
power of grassroots engagement in humanitarian
response to critical social and global issues. This genuine
commitment to justice and peace has led the organisation
for over a decade withstanding the ongoing challenges

of an insecure funding environment. Despite strong and
ongoing acknowledgement of DAA’s purpose and impact,
and consistent engagement with our work, policy makers
in recent years have failed to provide funding that would
ensure DAA’s capacity to exist. In doing so, they have
unfortunately failed to match the global recognition of
the importance of government partnerships with diaspora
communities in successful international relations.
I express my sincerest gratitude and commendation
for the hard work and dedication of our CEO, Denise
Goldﬁnch, our Program Coordinator, Lorenza Lazzati,
and our generous volunteers, who held the organisation
on a shoestring budget, and who worked tirelessly with
our partner organisations to produce such outstanding
outcomes over the past few years. I also extend my
gratitude to my fellow Board members who have
consistently shared their expertise and professionalism to
support the work being carried out.
To all our past and recent community partners, funding
partners, past employees and Board members, and all
friends of DAA, on behalf of the Board, I thank you for
your instrumental support. We are conﬁdent that we
will stand together with you, and others, to continue to
advocate for a dedicated space in Australia for diaspora
communities to continue to be central to diplomatic
international relations and humanitarian response.

Although DAA is closing, diaspora humanitarianism will
naturally continue. The Australian Research Council
recently funded an international research partnership
project led by Monash University, University of Melbourne,
Deakin University and DAA – Diaspora Humanitarians.

We acknowledge and thank the members of
our Board for their ongoing commitment and
contributions to DAA.
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Jamie Han Chu
Treasurer

I am very pleased that DAA’s longstanding Program
Coordinator, Lorenza Lazzati, will be coordinating this
project from her new role hosted by RCOA. Lorenza
has been integral to the development of this research,
and an incredible leader within the diaspora space in
her role at DAA. She has worked tirelessly as both a
paid, and voluntary, staff member of DAA for many
years. I extend my deepest gratitude to Lorenza for her
endless commitment, passion, and exceptional work. I
will also continue to contribute to the project as a Lead
Investigator, and Chair of the Project Advisory Board.
On behalf of everyone at DAA, I extend my deepest
thanks to all our valued stakeholders for their
contributions to our organisation over the past 13 years,
particularly those who have volunteered their time so
generously. It is our greatest hope that Australia will one
day join other countries across the globe in recognising
the critical role, contributions, and potential of partnering
with diaspora communities. Until then, we encourage
organisations to extend any possible support to diaspora
communities within their networks.
For our diaspora partners – I can only thank you for the
enormity of the work you do, express my gratitude for the
important role you play in the world, and assure you I will
continue to raise my voice to advocate for the necessary
investment in diaspora communities. It has been a great
honour to play a small role in your work, to learn from
you, and to witness your many achievements.

Unfortunately, this has not been the case. DAA provided
a clear pathway forward to develop meaningful and
mutually beneﬁcial relationships between government,
INGOs and diaspora communities. Sadly, DAA’s capacity
to foster effective networks between government and
diaspora partners remains under-valued and underresourced.

BOARD MEMBERS

Lisa Vettori
Secretary

In a year that saw DAA work tirelessly to support
diaspora communities to participate in the Senate Inquiry
into issues facing diaspora communities in Australia, while
developing our own substantial community informed
Submission, we also continued to provide critical support
to our diaspora partners. This ﬁnancial year was marked
by signiﬁcant global events which impacted signiﬁcantly
on diaspora communities across Australia. The burden of
COVID-19 was also felt sharply by our diaspora partners,
who played critical roles in supporting their communities
with tailored information, social support, and practical
resources – all while continuing to meet the challenges of
pre-existing humanitarian needs in their home countries.
It is both extremely disheartening and disappointing that
in a year where diaspora contributions were so prominent
and vital, there was minimal investment in their work.
When we opened the Senate Hearings, we had hoped
that the Senate Inquiry would improve the recognition
and valuing of the critical role diaspora communities play
in humanitarian efforts abroad, as well as the unique
support DAA provides to them.

Hala Abdelnour
Chairperson

Karen Medica
Deputy Chair

Attracting resources to enable DAA’s work, and the
humanitarian work of our diaspora partners, has been
an ongoing issue throughout our history. We have not
received any government funding since 2018. From
then on, we have continued to operate on a shoestring
budget thanks to the generous support of our volunteers,
Settlement Services International and Refugee Council
of Australia. Throughout this time, DAA has continued to
maintain its reputation for being small but mighty.

This project was initiated by DAA’s Diaspora Learning
Network and has been three and a half years in the
making. It is a great consolation to all at DAA that this
project will work to establish a much-needed evidence
base for the value, impact, and sustainability of diaspora
humanitarianism over the next three years.

Denise Goldﬁnch
CEO

Amali Aluthgamage
Board Member
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DAA AT A GLANCE
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7

MENTORING
AND
CAPACITY
BUILDING

STRENGTHENING DIASPORA COMMUNITIES

• Practical Activism
• Human rights,
• Public Speaking,
• Humanitarian Law
and Advocacy

ADVOCACY

2009

Gaza delegation
to Canberra

• Advocacy Strategies & Planning
• Advocacy through social media
• International humanitarian Law

• Human Rights Advocacy
• Public Speaking
• Project Planning
• E-campaign
• How to lobby the UN

• Advocacy Training
• Project Planning
• Grant Writing
• Introduction to human rights

• Advocacy Training
• Project Planning
• Grant writing
• Advocacy through social media

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Stories of Survival
(Storytelling project)

Stories of Survival
(Storytelling project)

10-member delegation
of Oromo, Ogaden and
Gambella community
leaders met DFAT and
AusAID (Canberra)

Diaspora women video (WLC)
presented at the Annual Civil
Society Dialogue on WPS
(Canberra)

18 representatives from 11
African diaspora organisations
met Adam McCarthy, Assistant
Secretary at DFAT African
Branch.

Vision in Action

• Advocacy Training

Maria Vamvakinou, Member
for Calwell (VIC) and Julie
Owens, Member for Paramatta
(NSW) met WLC participants
in Melbourne and Sydney
respectively.

Stories of Survival
(Storytelling project)

• Advocacy Training
• Social Media
• South Sudanese leadership retreat

• Fundraising and Grant Writing
• Project Planning
• Diasporas Afghanistan Forum

• Public Speaking
• Advocacy Training
• Fundraising
• Social Media
• Governance

• Strategic planning
• Conﬂict resolution
• Public Speaking

• Advocacy Training
• Project Planning
• Grant Writing
• Introduction to human rights

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Round table between DFAT and
11 African community leaders.

Diasporas in Action conference

Diaspora Learning
Network seminars

Sri Lankan
communities’
delegates meet
David Holly, newly
appointed Australian
High Commissioner
for Sri Lanka

3 community-led
organisations submitted
to Senate inquiry into
issues facing diaspora
communities in Australia.

Zakia Baig (ED of the Hazara’s
Women Friendship Network), David
Nyuol Vincent (Peace Palette) and
Marama Kuﬁ (OSGA) presented
at Amnesty International Forum
(Parliament House)
Zakia Baig (ED of the Hazara’s
Women Friendship Network) and
Nouria Salehi (director of AADO)
presented at ACFID University
Network - both women participated
to the WLC programme.
Other key diaspora community
members presented at DFAT seminar
and at Caritas Australia.
Denise Cauchi is elected to the
ACFID executive committee and
she’s appointed to the Australian
Government Advisory Group on
Australia Africa Relation (AGAAR)

Denise Cauchi and David
Nyuol Vincent present at the
Australian Defence Force’s
Peace Operation Seminar.
OSGA is given consultative
status with UN ECOSOC

My Journey, My Home public event
Mrs. Bineta Diop, Special Envoy
on Women, Peace and Security
of the Chairperson of the African
Union Commission under DFAT’s
Special Visits Program (SVP)
meet 24 South Sudanese women
representatives of different tribes.

Diasporas in Action
conference

Afghan communities’
representatives
meet Geoff Tooth,
new Australian
Ambassador to
Afghanistan

Senate inquiry
submission support
(writing & editing
assistance)

4 organisations developed
individual case studies
included in DAA’s inquiry
submission.

Advocacy & Networking

2020/22

Oromian Women
Association Australia
provides ongoing
brieﬁngs to DFAT and
updates opposition
leaders on Oromia’s
situation.
Tigrayans’
representatives briefed
opposition leaders
and DFAT on ongoing
conﬂict in Tigray.
Community advocacy
supported by DAA leads
to the establishment of
a Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Human
Rights Hearing into the
conﬂict in Ethiopia.

WORK IN PROGRESS: SHAPING DAA’S ACTIVITIES, YEAR 2

Facilitate mentoring across cultural
communities

Year 2 of our Strategic Plan was marked by the prolonged COVID19 crises which forced us to re-think how we work
and posed new challenges to our diaspora partners. Here some scores against our implementation strategy and areas
where we would have liked to push more.

Focus on education and awareness raising of
diaspora initiatives, investment and impact

Supported Oromian Women
Association Australia Appeal to end
conflict in Oromia and free political
prisoners by creating opportunity to
self-advocate with government and
members of opposition. OWAA has
been providing ongoing briefing to
DFAT.

Enable ongoing opportunities to
communicate with decision makers
and each other nationally

GREATER
CONNECTIONS

Facilitated networking
opportunities through the diaspora
lab approach to mentoring.
Establish friends of
diaspora established with
ambassadors’ roles
Brokered meeting with newly
appointed ambassador to
Afghanistan.
Seek seats at tables of influence

Supported OSGA to comply with
UNECOSOC reporting process.
Provide high value opportunities for diaspora
to self-advocate in core areas of concern

Raise diaspora recognition via
conferences/seminars/training of sector

ADVOCACY

Supported members of the Afghan
communities to raise their concerns
about the Taliban by submitting a paper
on their behalf to the Parliamentary
Inquiry into radicalism and extremists
movements in Australia and by
brokering a meeting with member of
opposition.
Actively promoted diaspora initiatives
and opportunities for diaspora
communities through DAA platforms

Targeted communication strategy to proﬁle WHO
diaspora are, WHAT diaspora do in Australia and
o/s, HOW it adds value and WHY investment in
diaspora development is critical

Connect with economically powerful diaspora
to leverage opportunities and create stronger
relationships across diaspora communities

Supported members of the Tigrayan
community to raise awareness about
the conflict in Tigray by creating
opportunity to self-advocate
with government and members of
opposition.

Lead research development and
partnerships

BUILDING
THE
EVIDENCE
BASE

Facilitated a panel on diaspora
humanitarians comprising 4 diaspora
speakers at CHL 2021 conference.

Support diaspora organisations to attain
accreditation and increase credibility
with governments and global funders.

Diaspora Humanitarians research
project approved to start in Jan
2022.

Collaboration with Victoria Responsible
Gambling Foundation.

Explore global approaches to develop best practice
to enable diaspora development

Developed a community informed
submission to senate inquiry
Opened the Senate Hearings, giving
evidence aligned with our community
informed Submission

Raise awareness and actively promote a policy change
to create an enabling environment that fosters inclusion,
participation and supports cooperation

Develop impact framework that
can be adopted by diasporas to
measure the value of their work

Develop Asia pacific community engagement
strategy

DAA, OWAA, OSGA and Tigrayan
community give evidence at the
Parliamentary Joint Committee on
Human Rights Hearing into the conflict
in Ethiopia.

Increase DAA’s funding level to
enable national reach

EXPAND OUR
REACH

Explore international partnerships
model.

Targeting diaspora and those they seek to influence
Support diasporas to build social cohesion
within their Australian based communities
Combination of strategic and introductory
sessions to capture new and established groups

CAPABILITY
DEVELOPMENT

Presenters, community led sessions, etc.

Build sector capability to work effectively
with diaspora

Establish national Diaspora Community of Practice

Leverage partner activities in NSW and QLD to increase
the support available to diaspora outside Victoria

Mentored a South Sudanese
organisation to develop their
project plan and strengthen their
organisational structure and
governance.
Supported South Sudanese
organisation to develop their new
strategic plan.

Secure government funding to enable diaspora
development support programme

SECURING
RESOURCES

Explore opportunities to access
global funds

Build relationships with the
philanthropic sector

Strengthening funded partnership with SSI

Secured ARC linkage funding.
This is a critical step in developing
an Australian evidence base for
diaspora humanitarianism. The
project seeks to demonstrate the
impact and sustainability of diaspora
humanitarianism, while developing
practical tools to support this work.

SENATE INQUIRY INTO ISSUES FACING DIASPORA COMMUNITIES IN AUSTRALIA
Diaspora are people “who left their countries of origin but maintain identity and ties
with those countries and with their counterparts around the world”.
(Foreign Affairs White Paper 2017)
The Senate inquiry took almost a year from when it was opened in May 2020 to when the Committee presented the
ﬁnal report at the Senate in February 2021. Here we will go over the whole process, from how DAA developed its
submission, the consultations ﬁndings, DAA proposed framework to the Committee’s report.

Diaspora in Numbers
Overall in-kind
contribution
to the organisation

Contribution to
countries of origin

A$365,000p.a.

Over A$480,000p.a.

SUBMISSION
May 2020 marked a signiﬁcant moment for DAA and
our diaspora partners. For the ﬁrst time, the Senate
launched an inquiry into issues facing diaspora
communities in Australia. Driven by the unprecedented
and unpredictable situation created by the COVID19
crises, this inquiry represented a unique opportunity to
voice diasporas’ needs, barriers and discuss new ways to
deliver humanitarian assistance, aid, development, and
peacebuilding.

To ensure communities’ participation and inclusion, DAA
promoted a media campaign providing information
as well as opportunities to participate. To this end,
DAA made available submission, case study and
community proﬁle templates also providing writing and
editing assistance. Additionally, we conducted open
consultations, focus groups, one-on-one interviews with
key stakeholders and carried out desk-based analysis to
inform our Submission.
On the strength of our Submission, DAA was invited to
open the Senate Hearings. We were also able to advocate
for opportunities for diaspora community representatives
to give evidence.

Who participated?
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AREAS OF FOCUS

Afghanistan
China
Ethiopia

Australia
Aid

Human
Rights

Pakistan
Malaysia

Myanmar

Disaster
relief

Counselling and social
services for vulnerable
community members
12

Business &
Trade

Philippines

Kenya

Human Rights advocacy supports
Oromo and other minorities in the
Horn of Africa

PEOPLE INDERECTLY IMPACTED
South Sudan

Iraq

9,500 people
8,000 people

DIASPORA
ORGANISATIONS

COUNTRIES OF FOCUS

PEOPLE DIRECTLY IMPACTED

Diplomatic
relations

Education

hundreds of thousands of people

What are diaspora humanitarians’ issues and barriers?
KEY INVESTMENT ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
What has been lacking since the White Paper was released in 2017 is practical action to fulﬁl government’s commitment to diaspora as aid
partners. The key issues and challenges faced by diaspora can be summarised under two main categories: scarce and inadequate funding to
diaspora organisations and lack of practical support.
Funding issues and challenges:
1.

Scarce and inadequate funding schemes to diaspora organisations and communities to deliver projects and programs. Diaspora-led
humanitarianism is sustained by community member donations and volunteerism which places a great burden and stress on communities,
particularly now during the pandemic. There is also minimal ﬁnancial support from philanthropies and the private sector. State and local
government funding is for locally based activities only and cannot support overseas projects.

2.

Australian aid budget while it recognises the role of civil society and investing in cooperation, has no provision speciﬁc to diaspora
organisation. Further, the aid budget has met a declining trajectory over the past six years.

3.

Declining aid to Africa. Australian humanitarian aid to Africa is limited to few countries, ignoring the need for a more decisive action to
support the struggle of many diaspora communities that have relentlessly advocated for human rights and peace in their country of origin

4.

Scarce funding to provide practical support to diaspora communities and organisations. Diaspora organisations are born out of need.
To strengthen organisational governance, skills, capabilities and ensure the independence, sustainability and longevity, members need
mentoring, training, and long-term support. As the only organisation in Australia focused on supporting diaspora capability, impact, and
development DAA does not receive any government funding.

Proposed Strategic Framework and Key recommendations
The 4th inquiry’s TOR looked at opportunities to
strengthen communication and partnerships between
government and diaspora communities in Australia.
Based on the consultations’ ﬁndings, DAA’s operational
experience and published analysis reports, DAA draw
a comprehensive framework aimed at harnessing and
enhancing diaspora potentials.
There is a need to provide adequate funding for practical
and ﬁnancial support to diaspora organisations.
Diaspora-led initiatives are born out of necessity and
rely on volunteers and donations from the community of
reference, for ﬁnancial support.

A model that, in the long term, struggles to last long and
can create stress and pressure on community members
based in Australia.
The framework proposed by DAA has a pre-requisite
the development of a diaspora policy that fosters and
facilitates meaningful engagement while creating an
enabling environment for diaspora humanitarians to
operate. There is a need to go beyond the Foreign Affairs
White paper (2017) recognition of the role of diaspora
as Australia’s development partner. Diaspora can be a
true asset to Australia’ Foreign Aid if they are put in the
condition to do their work. For that to happen, a policy
has to create a favourable environment withing which
DAA’s proposed framework can be implemented.

KEY CRITERIA FOR THE AUSTRALIAN DIASPORA POLICY
The key criteria that a diaspora policy should satisfy are:
1.

KEY CONTEXTUAL CHALLENGES
The settlement journey is a core part of the diaspora experience. Each step of the way, people are met with challenges and barriers that can
increase issues related to safety and security. Settlement is an ongoing process and ensuring people’s safety and wellbeing serves to build a
stronger and cohesive Australia society. The key contextual challenges diaspora face in Australia are:
1.

2.

Visas: The complexity and expense of visa applications, as well as the lengthy processing periods, were highlighted as issues across
communities. There were also particular concerns raised relating to systemic barriers facing people seeking asylum in Australia. The Hazara
community proﬁle highlights some of the impact that the complex and long visas process have on their community in Australia.
Settlement challenges associated to learning about Australia and how to navigate the system which affect people’s ability to access the
job market, securing affordable, appropriate, and sustainable housing and participating in civil society. During the critical initial three to ﬁve
years diaspora seek support from both funded settlement services and their own community. Priority is given to the initial settlement needs,
such as housing, employment, English language acquisition, education, and health. Concerns were raised within all consultations about
the lack of multilingual services available in these core areas, as well as the absence of settlement support for those groups not entitled
to settlement support such as spouses. The Syriac community proﬁle highlights how community members actively support newly arrived
people, by helping to translate and understanding how “the system” works.

3.

Isolation, barriers to participation and safety concerns: experienced by community members that predates the COVID-19 restrictions,
which have functioned as a trigger to heighten existing problems. Diaspora have quickly grasped the potential negative impacts of
COVID-19 restrictions. Well established diaspora organisations expanded their focus to respond to the COVID-19 crisis. A good example is
offered by OSGA case studies included in this submission.

4.

Intergenerational issues were raised by all communities. The settlement journey places an enormous strain on family relationships, owing
to the changing family dynamics in the new country. Young people are also cast into very challenging social circumstances, where they are
striving to ﬁt in with their new peers and adapting to life far away from the wider community support network of their home country.

2. Outline key steps to develop meaningful engagement and inclusion of diaspora. This would include KPIs to monitor diaspora engagement
and suggest ways to engage and include diaspora in the design and decision-making process and the key interlocutors and stakeholders.
3. Draw on evidence-based practice to articulate an enabling environment for diaspora humanitarianism.
4. Support and facilitate a cooperation model. The New Partnership Model outlined in the previous section offers a realistic and actionable
solution to pilot a new cooperation model between government and diaspora organisations.
These criteria outline the rationale for a diaspora policy. KPIs and objectives should be identiﬁed through a co-designed process to ensure
that the future policy is capable of harnessing diaspora potential.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

Limited availability of diaspora focused long-term mentoring and upskill programmes. Diaspora communities are aware of the need
to learn new skills in order to deliver their projects. These include skills such as project management, monitoring and evaluation, advocacy,
public speaking and grant writing and fundraising (to appeal to a wider audience).

3.

Complex and unsupported accreditation processes – For small volunteer-run organisations, accreditation processes are too complex,
difficult to comprehend and too time-consuming. In addition, the lack of clear information about such processes and the scarce support to
navigate through the system, directly and indirectly hinders diaspora’s ability to deliver aid and development.

4.

AusAID incorporation to DFAT took away the support needed by humanitarian focused diaspora organisations, shifting the focus on
economic development and trade.

5.

Diaspora communities have no dedicated space in DFAT – there is no “diaspora desk”. The absence of a dedicated space means that
communication between diaspora groups and government is disrupted every time DFAT staff is reshuffled with a consequent need for
diaspora groups to restart their conversation with a newly appointed officer.

6.
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Disruption in cross country diplomatic action directly impacts diaspora humanitarianism and development.

Invest in diaspora potential by funding the DAA proposed model of support for a minimum of two years
DAAs signiﬁcant contribution to diaspora support and development, along with our established relationships of trust with diaspora
communities, provides the optimum opportunity for Government investment. Funding the DAA proposed model of support outlined in this
submission would meet the needs of diaspora and Government by providing structured programs, networks, and channels for effective
cooperation. A minimum two-year funding arrangement is necessary to provide certainty to DAA and our diaspora partners and enable the
development and evaluation of a longer-term strategy.

Practical support issues and challenges:

2.

Establish a targeted funding pathway for diaspora led development programs
Tailored funding opportunities for diaspora led development are necessary to enable and sustain their unique approaches. An effective
diaspora funding pathway would provide streamlined access to substantial funding over a minimum 12-month term. Eligibility would be
based on assessment of program merit; development needs and impact.

KEY PRACTICAL SUPPORT ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Limited access to governance support and upskilling – Not only existing funding schemes lack a capacity and capability-building
element, as highlighted in the previous section, but there are also no separate funding streams dedicated to building solid governance
structures.

Develop a dynamic diaspora policy to establish an enabling environment for cooperation
There is a critical need to develop an effective diaspora policy framework which outlines key steps for developing meaningful engagement
and inclusion of diaspora. This would include KPIs to monitor the level and impact of diaspora engagement and suggest ways to engage
and include diaspora in design and decision-making processes. Importantly, establishing a diaspora policy framework would provide clarity,
certainty, and conﬁdence to diaspora communities in working with the Australian Government.

3.

1.

Offer a clear deﬁnition of diaspora and provide a statement of intent for diaspora engagement

4.

Invest in research to document, and better measure the impact of, diaspora led development and humanitarianism
DAA has developed a ground-breaking partnership with ACMC, University of Melbourne, Monash University, International Organisation for
Migration, Centre for Humanitarian Leadership (Deakin University), Settlement Services International and Refugee Council of Australia to
work with diaspora communities to better understand the mechanisms and impact of diaspora humanitarianism and develop this critical
evidence base. The partnership is supported by UNHCR, Red Cross, Oxfam, DFAT, Oxford University and Cambridge University as Advisory
Group Members. The research project is yet to receive funding to proceed.

5.

Develop genuine and sustainable partnerships with diaspora communities for international development, diplomacy and policy
Diaspora communities in Australia are ideally placed to contribute to Australia’s international development program, diplomacy, and policy
objectives. Investing in these relationships and demonstrating an openness to longer term partnerships would provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts
to Federal Government. Supporting the leadership capabilities of diaspora community members to increase their ability to engage in
peacebuilding processes, aid and development would provide new opportunities. Young people and women have proven to be particularly
effective in peacebuilding processes in the past.

6.

Develop a Diaspora Liaison role within DFAT to streamline engagement with diaspora communities
The Australian Government should establish a Diaspora Liaison role within the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to oversee,
coordinate and support departmental engagement with diaspora communities across its range of functions.
15

DAA PROPOSED STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

Deliver training and development programs
that responds to the needs of diaspora and
their stakeholders, e.g. strategic planning,
project management, grant writing,
monitoring and evaluation etc.

IMPACTS

Enables the development of tailored
responses to address emerging
needs identiﬁed by diaspora and
Government

Develop a Digital Diaspora Resource Hub to
enable appropriate planning, compliance,
reporting and evaluation

Provide leadership development training and
support, with a particular focus on women and
young people

Delivery of Diaspora Exchange Labs to
facilitate cross sharing of diaspora skill,
knowledge, and networks

Represent Australian diaspora and
Government in establishing global networks
to increase cooperation and collaboration

Diaspora impact is captured
through a better project planning,
implementation, and reporting.

Government outreach to
communities is enhanced by
increasing opportunities for
diaspora to act as key conduits of
information to their communities.

Provide professional development programs
for Government personnel to build their
capabilities in working effectively with, and
knowledge of, diaspora

BENEFITS
Provides the opportunity to channel
all diaspora communities through DAA
for capability building and support
responding to diaspora the strong need
for practical support

Builds on the existing relationships and
reputation of DAA

Enables diaspora to upskill on planning,
implementation and reporting

Provides a viable and cost-effective
alternative to international NGO
programs

Reduces risks and safety concerns
associated with deployment of
Australian international aid workers
through increased collaboration with,
and capability of, Australian diaspora
organisations

PRIORITIES AND KEY AREAS OF WORK

BUILDING THE EVIDENCE BASE
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IMPACTS
Develop partnerships to enable multistakeholder research into diaspora responses,
engagement, and best practice globally

Reinvigorate the Diaspora Learning
Network (a network of academics, INGOs,
settlement agencies, diaspora communities
and government) to facilitate unilateral
stakeholder collaboration

Deliver a bi-annual Diaspora In Action
International Conference to promote skill and
knowledge exchange amongst global diaspora
actors

Develop monitoring, evaluation and learning
framework for adoption and implementation
by diaspora actors

Work in partnership with DFAT to deliver
policy-driven seminars engaging with
diaspora on emerging topics of concern/
beneﬁt

The existing barriers to
participation and engagement are
removed by creating and sustain
platforms such as the Diaspora
Learning Network that facilitates
multi-stakeholders dialogue.

Develop solid evidence-based
information to inform Australia
development and aid programs
and policies

PRIORITIES AND KEY AREAS OF WORK

Establish and facilitate a national Diaspora
Community of Practice to enable skills
and knowledge sharing across diaspora
communities

CONNECTING & COORDINATING
Act as a facilitator of connection and
collaboration between DFAT and diaspora
communities

Provide systematic support to DFAT via
continued pre-embarkation brieﬁngs of
Australia’s Diplomats

IMPACTS

BENEFITS
Leverages DAAs existing relationships to
enable rapid consultation, engagement
and participation in Government
processes

Clear, open and effective
communication between diaspora and
government.
Minimises the signiﬁcant risks
of duplication across diaspora
communities

Provide a central point of contact for
diaspora groups to engage with DFAT in a
coordinated and manageable way

Coordinate diaspora engagement on matters
of national interest, policy development and
building productive relationships

Utilising DAA established relationships
of trust to work with diaspora in times of
crisis, ensuring coordination of response,
best impact and Government brieﬁngs to
maximise opportunities for achievement
of Australia’s international development
program

Increase Australia’s diplomatic
outreach and effectiveness.

Minimises DFAT concerns regarding multiple
diaspora representatives providing conﬂicting
advice and advocacy messaging

Diaspora communities’ voices are
appropriately represented

Maximises Australia’s achievement of
international development program
commitments

Efficiently streamline and lessen
DFAT officers’ workload by creating
a dedicated liaison role within the
department.

Addresses the concerns raised by
diaspora communities about the current
‘representative engagement’ approach,
where well-positioned individuals claim
to represent entire communities

Minimises the need to establish
multiple roles within DFAT to engage
with diaspora – one cost effective
internal diaspora liaison role could work
efficiently with DAA as a connector

Act as a trusted neutral party to engage
with diaspora to increase coordination
of advocacy efforts, campaigns and
representations to Government

PRACTICAL SUPPORT
BENEFITS
Establishing a strong evidence
base through documenting diaspora
approaches to humanitarianism,
developing monitoring and evaluation
programs, and facilitating collaborative
research projects

A reinvigoration of the Diaspora
Learning Network (DLN) ensures
ongoing unilateral stakeholder
engagement across academia, INGOs,
settlement sector and Government
while facilitating knowledge sharing
and learning.

Increased diaspora contributions to inform
policy development, provide strategic advice,
and build the knowledge of other stakeholders
will strengthen Australia’s development
program

PRIORITIES AND KEY AREAS OF WORK

PRIORITIES AND KEY AREAS OF WORK

BUILDING CAPABILITY AND CAPACITY

Deliver a cross diaspora mentoring program
to facilitate the exchange of skills, knowledge,
networks, and learning

Develop a national Diaspora Volunteer
Connect program, linking skilled volunteers
with local diaspora community organisations
to support their development and activities

Provide ad hoc support to respond to the
emerging needs of diaspora communities

IMPACTS
Enable diaspora to respond more
rapidly and effectively to disaster and
crises.
Increase successful rate to
attain DGR status, formalising
diaspora organisations and
meeting ACNC requirements.

Increase diaspora access to
funding opportunities
Provide brokered support to diaspora such
as insurance, auspicing, accreditation and
professional debrieﬁng

Provide document and process support
to diasporas as they seek to incorporate,
develop governance structures, develop
strategies, apply for DGR status, etc

Improve diaspora capabilities
to meet the requirements
of Government funding
agreements due to increased and
ongoing provision of practical
support in undertaking reporting

Overcome existing barriers
Work with the settlement service network
to improve the services and supports
available to diaspora community members
throughout their settlement journey

BENEFITS
Provision of critical ongoing,
responsive support to diasporas
engaging in disaster and crises response

Minimises burn out, disruption and
psychological impacts on diaspora
who engage in crises response work
diaspora do in Australia and overseas

Increased diaspora ability to manage
programs and services appropriately by
supporting diaspora communities to
participate in accreditation programs

Improved governance capabilities
of organisations allow for higher
possibility to attain DGR status and
ACNC accreditation which also allow to
access more funding opportunities.
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COMMITTEE REPORT
The Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade reported the inquiry’s ﬁnding to the
Senate in February 2021. Whilst the inquiry was a
unique opportunity to highlight barriers to diaspora
humanitarianism and propose a new vision for the sector
the report that came out strongly focused on Home
Affairs and settlement related issues.
Out of the report’s 18 recommendations, only a
handful are somewhat responding to the needs of
diaspora humanitarians. The report undoubtedly
addresses and raises important points and makes valid
recommendations, such as the need for an anti-racism
campaign and to evaluate the Fourth National Action
Plan’s effectiveness. However, support, knowledge
dissemination and potential partnerships are all seen in
the Australian Home Affairs, settlement, and integration
context, rather than Foreign Affairs, humanitarian

assistance and development sector.
This sort of approach took away what could have
otherwise been a powerful tool to advocate for change to
the sector in support of diaspora humanitarians.
It is also worth noting that the report did not adopt the
deﬁnition of diaspora used by the Foreign Affairs White
Paper (2017), thus mixing diaspora communities with
CALD and ethnical communities. A choice that steers
the focus of the report further away from diaspora
humanitarianisms.
The report grouped its recommendations under ﬁve
areas of interest. These are; the recognition of diaspora
communities’ contribution, support for diaspora
organisations, safety concerns – with foreign interference
taking central stage – barriers to full participation and
how to strengthen participation. Here are some of our
comments to the 18 recommendations.

Safety concerns

5

6

7

Recognising the contribution of diaspora communities
RECOMMENDATIONS

1

The Committee recommends the government
investigate ways to further recognise the many
contributions of diaspora communities to Australia.
Multicultural policy statements should reinforce the
recognition and celebration of the contribution of
diaspora communities to Australia.

COMMENTS
Recognition is about the work done in Australia proposing to reinforce
celebration and contribution to Australia – multicultural policy is one
form.
Diaspora humanitarians engaged supporting their community
counterparts in country of heritage and other locations, will not be
eligible to receive this support, since their work is more likely to fall
under DFAT portfolio.

Does it help diaspora? Will recommendation such as this ever be
actioned? The Multicultural Access and Equity policy is already 3 years
old.

2

The committee recommends that the Dept of Home
Affairs table the whole-of-government review report on
the performance of the Multicultural Access and Equity
Policy for the period 2016-18 as soon as possible.

8
9
10

The committee recommends that the government
consider increasing awareness of the National Security
Hotline as a means of reporting foreign interference by
way of a multilingual media or information campaign
and promoting awareness through peak groups.

The committee recommends that the Department of
Home Affairs, in consultation with the Department of
Social Services, review support available to community
organisations wishing to apply for government grants to
assist with capacity building to ensure it is appropriately
targeted and publicised. This may include translating
some resources and publishing some training online so
it is more accessible.

Support for diaspora communities

The committee recommends that the government
consider the appropriateness of resourcing the Race
Discrimination Commissioner at the Australian Human
Rights Commission to reinvigorate the existing National
Anti-Racism Strategy and Campaign in the immediate
term.

The committee recommends that the government
consider resourcing the development of a new and
comprehensive national anti-racism framework.

3

•

have sufficient ﬂexibility to meet the speciﬁc
needs of communities;

•

use clear language and make generic advice
on common issues and questions available in
languages other than English; and

•

The committee recommends that any evaluation of the
effectiveness of the Fourth National Action Plan, as well
as any policy developed in this area in future, retains a
focus on supporting CALD communities.

Barriers to full participation

11

The committee recommends that the government
clarify how it intends to respond to the identiﬁed need
for some individuals to be able to access settlement
services beyond their ﬁrst ﬁve years in Australia.
To answers the 3rd TOR: Barriers to the full participation of diaspora
communities in Australia’s democratic and social institutions, and
mechanisms for addressing these barriers, the committee proposes to
address settlement and integrations barriers.

4
18

A welcome recommendation and very apropos. Having said that, while
the recommendation is for whole of government; the preamble is all
about Home Affairs.

provide constructive feedback on unsuccessful
applications submitted by community
organisations.

The committee recommends that the Department of
Home Affairs, in consultation with the Department of
Social Services, review support available to community
organisations wishing to apply for government grants to
assist with capacity building to ensure it is appropriately
targeted and publicised. This may include translating
some resources and publishing some training online so it
is more accessible.

The call for an anti-racism strategy and campaign as well as the call
for an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Fourth National Action
Plan are framed in the Australian context. These recommendations
are driven by the increased number of incidents during the COVID19
emergency.

The committee recommends that the development
of the new national anti-racism framework include a
comprehensive consultation process, with a focus on
diaspora communities.

The committee recommends that government
departments running grant processes ensure that they:
do not inadvertently disadvantage or exclude
smaller and new and emerging community
organisations;

Another welcomed recommendation to implement and improve capacity
building services and support. But once again, it is directed at Home
Affairs and Social Services. How will these departments help diaspora
humanitarians that run projects overseas?

The fact that this report has not been prioritised for tabling, reinforces
the sense that most diaspora community members get when they try to
engage with government departments: they have no voice.
To date, government’s interest in diaspora communities is directed by
political or economic agenda which undermines any efforts aimed at
building a collaborative environment.

•

Foreign interference is a central piece of the report, albeit it was not part
of the terms of reference of this inquiry.

12

13

The committee recommends that the government,
in consultation with stakeholder and representative
bodies, explore options to improve knowledge and
understanding of diaspora communities within the
public service and across the broader Australian
population.

The committee recommends that the government
explore opportunities for closer collaboration with
public libraries in the provision of services to diaspora
communities, including consideration of how to better
articulate and disseminate positive narratives about
diaspora contributions in their local communities.

There is no mention about the barriers diaspora humanitarians face
while carrying out their role as Australia’s development partners.
Likewise, there is no recommendation that proposes how to address the
issues that diaspora-led organisations and initiatives struggle with in
Australia.
Moreover, the need to learn more about diaspora, does not refer to
increased understanding of diaspora humanitarianism.

Another welcomed recommendation to implement and improve capacity
building services and support. But once again, it is directed at Home
Affairs and Social Services. How will these departments help diaspora
humanitarians that run projects overseas?
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Strengthening partnerships

14

15

The committee recommends that the government
consider establishing a single point of contact for
Australia’s diaspora communities.

In the context of better leveraging the unique expertise
in Australia’s diaspora communities, the committee
recommends that the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade develop an internal policy on diaspora community
consultation, to make such consultation a systematic
element in its policy development processes.

Rather than a single point of contact for all of government, a diaspora
desk for main areas of work would be more effective. For example, one
in DFAT another in Home Affairs.
Under this recommendation, the report mentions the contribution
of diaspora globally and about their contribution to DFAT. Mainly,
with regards to furthering Australia Foreign Affairs policy objectives
particularly by expanding political, trade and businesses networks. No
mention of the less economically powerful diaspora communities whose
focus is on Human Rights, peacebuilding, and humanitarian assistance
or the role of diaspora-led business councils.

A step forward, however for diaspora to participate we need a diaspora
policy!
Recommendation 15 speaks of consultation rather than co-design (in
the development phase) and again consultation, not engagement in the
implementation phase. Consultation can easily turn into a meeting with
the “usual suspects” around the table. Meaningful engagement should
create a feedback mechanism that ensures diaspora voices are heard.
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Acknowledging the value of diaspora-led development
and humanitarianism, the committee recommends
that the government support, where appropriate, the
attendance and participation of active Australian-based
diaspora organisations in intergovernmental dialogue
and debate on relevant topics.

17

The committee recommends the government review its
approach to communication with diaspora communities
to ensure that essential information is being effectively
disseminated, including through engaging with diaspora
community organisations in the development and
dissemination of information.

18

The committee recommends that the Department of
Home Affairs develop guidance for communications
tailored to diaspora groups for dissemination across
government. The guidance should cover language,
cultural sensitivity and consideration of modes of
delivery.

We need a policy that is designed based on diaspora humanitarians’
unique characteristics and capable of harnessing their potential to
forward Australia Foreign Affairs agenda.

Information here could be anything. Nothing speciﬁc is mentioned about
grant and accreditation processes.

This recommendation should have been extended to DFAT as well, given
that, contrary to CALD communities, diaspora communities are more
likely to engage with DFAT.

RESEARCH
Australian Research Council –
Diaspora Humanitarians Project

Victoria Responsible Gambling
Foundation

The Australian Research Council recently funded an
international research partnership project led by Monash
University, University of Melbourne, Deakin University
and DAA – Diaspora Humanitarians. This project was
initiated by DAA’s Diaspora Learning Network and has
been three and a half years in the making. It is a great
consolation to all at DAA that this project will work to
establish a much-needed evidence base for the value,
impact, and sustainability of diaspora humanitarianism
over the next three years.

Early 2021, DAA engaged with the Victoria Responsible
Gambling Foundation to deliver an internal report
informing the future design and delivery of gambling
prevention strategies within ethnic communities.

We are very pleased that DAA’s longstanding Program
Coordinator, Lorenza Lazzati, will be coordinating this
project from her new role hosted by RCOA. DAA CEO,
Denise Goldﬁnch, will also continue to contribute to the
project as a Lead Investigator, and Chair of the Project
Advisory Board.

Community Proﬁles
As part of the submission to the Senate Inquiry, DAA developed community proﬁles to highlight the complexity,
diversity and richness that characterise each community while highlighting context-speciﬁc issues and priorities. The
choice of communities was dictated by community members’ interest and availability. Each proﬁle has been developed
with the assistance of community members.
The description of each community begins with a summary of the community, its historical context, and patterns
of migration to Australian. The proﬁle is complemented by an analysis of the demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics of each community in Australia and, where data was available, a description of the degree of
coordination, with emphasis on migrant organisations. Finally, an overview of communities’ challenges, opportunities,
and priorities is included.
The communities that have been proﬁled for this submission are:
1.

Chinese,

2.

Hazara,

3.

Sri Lankan Tamil,

4.

Oromo,

5.

South Sudanese

Additionally, the case studies of SOWA and AZBC present proﬁles of the Syriac and Zimbabwean communities
respectively.
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AZBC AT A GLANCE

Case Study

The Australia Zimbabwe Business Council (AZBC) is a national business chamber that represents the business interests of individuals and companies
in Australia. In particular, it engages directly with over 40,000 Zimbabwean living and working in Australia with business and economic interests
in Australia and Zimbabwe. Since its inception in 2014, the AZBC has successfully fostered relationship with both the Zimbabwe and Australian
governments through their respective embassies, their business communities, industry peak bodies and other business chambers. Additionally, the
AZBC has successfully engaged with the Zimbabwean diaspora in Australia in order to increase participation in formal trade and investment with
Zimbabwe.

REGISTRATION
Registered with ACNC and Incorporated 604355464

YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT
2014

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
Board of 3 Directors appointed annually
Elected by-members and main governing body
National Advisory Board appointed by Board of Directors
Chief Executive Officer appointed by Board of Directors
National Executive Team and State Directors appointed by CEO and
ratified by Board of Directors

IMPACT
AZBC operates at 3 levels to reach approximately 8,000
members.
1. International level: UN bodies, Zimbabwe gov’t depts etc.
2. National level – DFAT visit and updates.
3. Local level – reaching out to local MPs and keep them
updated with most recent news and information, religious
groups, community.

Members of the Council.

ORGANISATIONAL INVESTMENT

MEMBERSHIP

Approximately A$250,000

Volunteers: 10 (full-time)
Active members: 2,000

•

NETWORK COMMUNICATION: Gathering information,
Revising, collating, formatting, and disseminating
information, Sending emails to networking groups or
stakeholders or higher bodies,

•

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: organising events, trade fairs,
conferences,

•

BENEVOLENT ACTIVITIES: assisting with repatriation of
deceased community members,

Supporters: more than approximately 25,000

ETHNIC COMPOSITION
English, Shona and Ndebele

VISION
To promote bi-lateral economic, cultural and social investments
between Australia and Zimbabwe.

AUSTRALIAN ZIMBABWE BUSINESS COUNCIL
The preparation of this case study and community profile involved both a desk-based compilation and review of
relevant statistics and documents, and community consultations. The desk-based element was conducted by Evans
Mukonza, Tendai Chikweche and Sam Sebnzo.
Results have been incorporated into the community profile and the Australian Zimbabwe Business Council (AZBC)
case study. The Zimbabwe community profile and AZBC case study are developed from multiple sources: migration
census data, Australia Bureau of Statistics, 2016; conferences and trades events as well as community sources. The
case study highlights the business and trade opportunities that engaging with the African diaspora can bring to
Australia.

MISSION
To successfully integrate Zimbabwean and African diaspora

SOURCE(S) AND TYPE OF FUNDING

communities with Australia at all levels of socio-economic interest.

GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
In Australia, all states, in Zimbabwe, South Africa, Botswana
and Zambia. With expression of interest form other African
countries.

AZBC funding comes from members, sponsors and donations.
However, limited fundraising does not allow it to function as
efficaciously as it would and could to achieve its objectives.
AZBC does/does not receive any funding from outside
sources, e.g. government, NGOs, private sector or
philanthropic organisations.

PRIMARY PURPOSE
Business: primarily business, but with growing social and
cultural merging interests.
Overreach into community networks such as African Business
Councils, Multicultural Ethnic Associations, as well as mental
health organisations.
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CONTACT
Email: info@azbc.org.au
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CHARACTERISING THE ZIMBABWEAN DIASPORA
COMMUNITY IN AUSTRALIA

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE
Ancestry

It is imperative to understand the categorisation of the Zimbabwean
diaspora in Australia because this goes a long way in shaping its profile
and articulating how the Business Council leverages its understanding
of this profile in order to participate and facilitate broad community
engagement.
The Zimbabwean diaspora in Australia is pre-dominantly made up of
professional migrants in various professions chief of which are:
•
•
•
•

Healthcare
Artisans
IT and Engineering
Accounting and Finance

However, there is also a section of non-economic migrants who
migrated as political refugees and have since transformed into
economic migrants.

A key trend that is evident in this segment is the long-term investment
in establishing systems and structures for long term generational
residency in Australia. The initial focus is on establishing and
consolidating community structures and cohesion to prioritise Australia
as the primary area of domicile. In other words, there is limited
attraction of reverse-migration to Zimbabwe in the working years to
the pre-retirement period. Hence, the AZBC’s has principally shifted
focus to networking and facilitating this Australia-centric singlemindedness of developing Zimbabwean community driven initiatives
which:
•

contribute to the community-building a defined identify within the
Australian context;

•

that seeks to promote and maximise integration into the
Australian economy and society;

•
The segment is spread across different generations but importantly,
the group maintains close links and family ties (emotional attachment)
with their home country. Zimbabweans see themselves potentially
making a key contribution to the development of their country through
various ways: primarily empowering their familial networks back
home to become self-sustainable in order to minimise their ‘burden’ of
network’s sustenance; or of actively investing in multi-faceted ventures
that may also form the basis for their reverse migration in later years.

establish networks with other diaspora communities undergoing
similar processes of retaining country of origin identity and
Australian identity in Australia.

Religion

Most Zimbabwe-born in Australia are of English or Scottish
backgrounds. However, there are a number of other people of
indigenous Shona and Ndebele ethnicities within the diaspora.

34,787

The 2016 Australian Census recorded
Zimbabwean-born
people in Australia, an increase of 15 percent from the 2011 Census.

state a religion.

11,649
followed by Queensland 8,881, New South Wales 6,495
and Victoria 4,694.

Education Level

38.3%

Bachelor’s degree level
and above

18.3%

Structure by age

Advanced Diploma and
Diploma level

0-14 years

5.6%

2.9%

15-24 years

13.4%

12.1%

25-44 years 39.9%

15.3%

65+ years

Given the two core sections of the Zimbabwean diaspora of economic migrants and the political refugees, the AZBC maps phases of migration
around these two groups. This has implications on the nature of community activities members from these two groups participate in

5,726, Catholic 5,689 and Christian, nfd 4,298. the
14.7% of Zimbabwe-born who stated ‘no religion’ was lower than
that of the total Australian population 29.6% and 3.7% did not
Anglican

State-wise, Western Australia had the largest number

45-64 years 33.8%

PHASES OF MIGRATION

As per the 2016 Census data, the major religious affiliations were

7.2%

and over
years

The median age of the Zimbabwe-born in 2016 was 41 years compared
to 44 years for all overseas-born and 38 years for the total Australian
population.

Certificate level IV

Certificate level III

Year 12

Almost 78 percent of the Zimbabwe-born aged 15 years and over had
some form of higher non-school qualification compared to 60 percent
of the Australian population. Of the Zimbabwe-born aged 15 years and
over, almost 10 percent had no qualifications and were still attending an
educational institution.

Professional Activities
Participation in the labour force of Zimbabwe-born aged 15 years and
over stands at 82 percent with 6.7 percent being unemployed. The
corresponding rates in the total Australian population were 64.6 percent
and 6.9 percent respectively.

Gender structure

(1) Early Entry Trades Economic Phase: late 1990:- VIC
This cohort comprised economic skills transfer migrants who had worked at Australian-owned Zimbabwean mines – such
as BHP Platinum and Rio Tinto that had been closed. These migrants were privy to the opportunities that were available
in Australia based on their experience working for Australian companies. This made their assimilation into the Australian
workspace much easier, given their orientation working for Australian companies in Zimbabwe

34.4%
Female
17,601
50.6%

Male
17,187
49.4%

Language
The two main languages Zimbabwe-born speak at home in Australia

21,895, Shona 9,626 and Ndebele 1,223. At
home, 98.4% speak English very well, with 0.5% speak English

are English

(3) Political Asylum Phase: 2005+

13%

Technicians and Trades Workers

12.7%

Community and Personal Service Workers

(2) Healthcare Migration Phase: 2000-2004:
Similar to the 1990s cohort, the 2000-2004 cohort of early skills transfer trade was also driven by economic incentives.
Driven by global healthcare migration which was taking place in countries such as Australia and the UK, a significant number
of healthcare personnel migrants started coming to Australia and establishing various community clusters .

Professionals

12.5%
Managers

12.4%

Clerical and Administrative Workers

not well, or not at all.

Similar to the 1990s cohort, the 2000-2004 cohort of early skills transfer trade was also driven by economic incentives.
Driven by global healthcare migration which was taking place in countries such as Australia and the UK, a significant number
of healthcare personnel migrants started coming to Australia and establishing various community clusters .

Data Source: https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/mca/files/2016-cis-zimbabwe.PDF
Commonwealth of Australia, 2018. Department of Home Affairs, Zimbabwe-born Community Information Summary, Australian Bureau of Statistics
Census of Population and Housing.
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CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES

BEYOND THE TRADE AND BUSINESS AGENDA

Over the years the AZBC has been involved in a variety of community
projects that essentially cover the council’s objectives of providing
opportunities for supporting the Zimbabwean community, beyond just
the business-oriented objectives.

THE AZBC’S APPROACH: AN AGENDA FOR ENHANCED COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

(2) Structured Directed Face to Face engagement
To support the clusters support systems, this initiative can be more
effective if support to enhance more face to face engagement through
various mechanisms such as convenings, week-end workshops and
roadshows would be an effective way of engaging these communities.
For example, roadshows at their social networks such as religious
events(churches) or sporting events of the Zimbabwean community
can be a focal area of our strategy.

The Council has effectively used its outreach in business-oriented
activities to reach out to community groups such as religious groups
where it has played a role in consolidating these groups’ activities
and messaging on promoting a Zimbabwean identity and integration
focus. It is important to note the vital role played by religious groups
as the first port-of-call of any community projects because they are
the foundation of the collective organization of the Zimbabwean
community in Australia. Thus, the Council’s community outreach
projects work hand-in-hand with these groups because they are the
custodians of the Zimbabwean community network.
Given the collective important role these religious groups play, the
Council also extends its business-oriented activities such businessmatching and mentoring via these groups. Besides religious fellowship,
members use these religious groups to engage in a variety of activities
including entrepreneurship.
The Council leverages its established networks with various service
providers to assist community members in times of need. For example,
the Council works with these community groups with benevolent
interventions, such as helping with repatriations advisory services
when communities experience loss of life.

Profile of Community Group Partners
Religious Groups and Network Groups
•

Zimbabwe Catholic Church (ZACCS)

•

FIF Ministries (ZAOGA)

•

Zimbabwe Methodist Church (Hwisiri)

•

Zimbabwe United Methodist Church (UMC)

•

Zimbabwe Anglican Church (Anglican)

•

Zimbabwe Family Covenant (FCC)

Other Community Initiatives/Partners
•

Community Entrepreneurship Mentoring

•

Community Entrepreneurship Matching

•

Empathy/compassionate initiatives

(3) Collaboration & Networking

Figure 1: Framework for Enhanced Engagement of Diaspora Communities by Business Councils

A key weakness with current initiatives is the lack of collaboration
in designing and implementing intervention initiatives. As a business
council we are in a good position to enhance collaboration and
networking among the different Zimbabwean community groups
through the various face to face engagement activities outlined above.
This is important for maximising resources, avoiding duplication but
expanding scope of ideas that can emerge from the collaboration and
networking activities. We already have a foundation set for networking
based on our experience on dealings with various networking events
that we have showcased .

Preamble

(4) Longitudinal Scoping

A significant gap that currently exists in the engagement and support
services offered by business councils to diaspora communities is
the lack of a supporting framework that can enhance continuity,
collaboration and sustainability of interventions undertaken. The AZBC
has developed a framework that can be used as basis for improving
this engagement through support from various stakeholders of which
the various arms of the government are key. The basic premise of
the framework is to look for opportunities to optimise engagement
activities, minimise duplication and ensure a clear impact assessment
of these interventions is undertaken. Each component is explained
below.

Over the years the business council has undertaken various activities
that target engagement of Zimbabwean communities but there has
been lack of continuity and longitudinally tracking the impact of these
initiatives on groups that we work with. With support to set up cluster
support systems, we can retain and maintain a better record and
register on intervention initiatives that we undertake over a period
of time, thereby enabling us to observe and identify any changes
that might be taking place in the communities. We would be able to
do this given our embedded relationship within these communities,
but we need more support to establish Community Champions or
Ambassadors who can be role models and be responsible for the
implementation of the support programs that we put in place.

(1) Clustering Support Systems
There is a proliferation of various services and initiatives that are
undertaken by various stakeholders which often results in a lot
initiatives targeted at the diaspora communities, but which are not
nuanced to the needs of these communities. As a business council,
we are in an advantageous position to design more directed support
systems targeting the Zimbabwean community to set up thematically
driven support initiatives which the AZBC can also help to monitor and
assess. The Council understands the nuances and challenges faced by
the Zimbabwean community and is better placed to articulate effective
ways to implement any supporting community services.
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(5) Monitoring and Control
Assessment and impact of interventions is a key area that we would
focus on as business council if we get support to implement this
framework. Monitoring relates to continuity of assessing the programs
in line with the objectives we would have set with a focus on measuring
impact of these interventions. This requires local resources human
capital within these communities. They would also be responsible for
controlling the implementation of the programs that would have been
set out.
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Migration to Australia

CHINESE COMMUNITY
China

Taiwan

190,585
15,802
18,059

Hong Kong SAR

44,500
20,812
5,469

215
128

939
207

2,856
731
12

Before
1941

19411950

19511960

China
Hong Kong SAR
Taiwan
White Australia policy in force

3,417
2,238
87
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1980

19811990

19912000

20012005
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China

Hong Kong
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China
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square
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renounced
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the Whitlam
government.

Hong Kong SAR
Macau SAR

62,536
7,220
4,526

5,822
7,388
408

Taiwan

Taiwan

64,011
21,583
9,113

111,871
7,974
5,285

Hong Kong
SAR handed
back to
China after
the 99 year
lease to
Britain in
1997.

20062010

20112016

Since the
2000s, with
the rapid
development
of the
economy in
China and
led to a large
increase of
immigrants
from China

Hong Kong
SAR

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF MIGRATION

Tiannanmen
square
incident in
1989 leading
to people
from Hong
Kong SAR
to migrate
overseas.
government.

The Chinese community living in Australia is the largest ethnic community living in Australia with 1.2
million people of Chinese ancestry according to the last census. The Chinese community is incredibly
diverse with people who are born in Australia, to those who have migrated from China, Taiwan, Hong
Kong SAR, Macau SAR, Malaysia, Vietnam, Singapore and other Southeast Asian countries.

The Chinese diaspora community is a diverse community and the history
of Chinese diaspora in Australia dates back to the 1800s and has been
part of the fabric of Australia for more than 200 years. The first group
of Chinese arrived in Australia to meet labour shortages in the 1820s
and since then the numbers of Chinese migrants increased significantly
during the gold rush era from 1850 and reached over 38,000 in 1881.
However, when the Federation of Australia was formed in 1901, the first
law enacted was the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901 (commonly
known as the White Australia Policy), people that are of non-European
ethnic origins especially Asians (primarily Chinese) and Pacific Islanders
were forbid from immigrating to Australia. This policy impacted on the
numbers of Chinese people in Australia dramatically with the Australian
Bureau of Statistics data showed that from 1881 to 1921, the number of
Chinese residents in Australia fell by more than half from over 38,000
in 1881 to just over 17,000 in 1921 (ABS 2012). These immigration
restrictions were gradually lifted in the 1960s and fully abolished in
1973 by the Whitlam Labor government and established a policy of
multiculturalism in Australia.

Since the introduction of the policy of multiculturalism and the numbers
of Chinese migration increased. In 1975, Australia saw the next wave of
ethnic Chinese immigrants who were primarily Indo-Chinese refugees
fleeing from the war. Between the 1960s and 1980s Chinese-Australian
communities grew through immigration from different parts of the world
including Cambodia, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore and
Taiwan. In wake of the Tiananmen Square incident in 1989, Australia
granted permanent residency to a large cohort of Chinese students in
Australia. From that time there has been a steady flow of immigrants
from mainland China.
In the last 10 years, there has been a large increase in the number of
immigrants from mainland China. In 2006, the number of Australian
people born in mainland China was 206,240, this number more than
doubled reaching 509,563 by 2016. In 2016, people who reported
to have Chinese ancestry was 1.21 million according to the Australian
census.

ANCESTRIES(a) OF PEOPLE WITH SELECTED BIRTHPLACES - 20011
Birthplace ‘000(b)

Leading ancestries(c)

Vietnam
Philippines
Malaysia
Indonesia
Singapore
East Timor

Vietnamese (72%), Chinese (28%)
Filipino (93%), Spanish (7%), Chinese (4%), Australian (2%)
Chinese (72%), Malay (11%), English (6%), Australian (5%), Irish (2%)
Chinese (50%), Indonesian (42%), Dutch (10%), Australian (2%), English (2%)
Chinese (65%), English (12%), Indian (9%), Australian (6%), Malay (4%), Irish (3%)
Chinese (61%), Timorese (40%), Portuguese (10%)

154.8
103.9
78.9
47.2
33.5
9.4

(a) Accounting for at least 2% of the birthplace group.
(b) Includes people whose ancestries were not stated, not codable or inadequately described.
(c) People whose ancestries were not stated, not codable or inadequately described were excluded prior
to the calculation of percentages.

1
ABS 2001 Census of Population and Housing https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.
nsf/2f762f95845417aeca25706c00834efa/af5129cb50e07099ca2570eb0082e462!OpenDocument
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DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE
The demographic and socio-economic data used to develop the Chinese
community profile in Australia was drawn predominately from the
Census data.
There are two key sets of data used in this section. The birthplace data,
which excludes second and future generations and ancestry data which
includes second and future generations. The reason why both sets of
data is used is due to the lack of comprehensive ancestry data that also
break down further into gender, age, education, religion.
In order to capture a comprehensive picture of the numbers Chinese
people born in Australia, the ancestry data is used in this section. In the
2016 Census, 1.2 million people were reported to be of Chinese ancestry.

Geographical Distribution
The 2016 Census showed that New South Wales is the sate with the
largest number of Chinese people, followed by Victoria, Queensland,
Western Australia, South Australia, Australian Capital Territory, Tasmania
and Northern Territory.

Year Number of Source of information
Chinese2
1881

38,533

1901

29,627

1921

17,157

2001
2006
2011
2016

556,338
669,306
866,001
1,214,438

The Chinese in Australia, ABS3

Situations
Gold rush

China

Australia’s
federation, White
Australia Policy

Work full-time
Work part-time
Unemployed
Not in the labour force

Profile ID - by ancestry4. Note
that the question on ancestry was
not asked in 1991 and 1996 and
prior to that, the accuracy was
not high from the 1986 Census.

Work full-time
Work part-time
Unemployed
Not in the labour force

Gender structure
6

60.7%
28.4%
7.4%
34.9%

The birthplace data is used in this section.

Taiwan

The official language in China is mandarin, however there are many
dialects in the Chinese language. The main language after mandarin
is Cantonese and are predominately spoken by people from Hong
Kong SAR and those from the Guangdong province in China. The main
language for those from Taiwan is mandarin.

Religion
The majority of Chinese people living in Australia have no religion (born

Work full-time
Work part-time
Unemployed
Not in the labour force

Male

Female

There are two main written scripts in Chinese, the traditional and the
simplified. The traditional writing is primarily used by people born in
Taiwan and Hong Kong SAR and the simplified writing is primarily used
by people born in China.

Other
•
•
•
•
•

55%
28.9%
11.8%
47%

Hong Kong SAR

Language

in Hong

Professional Activities

CHINA

CHINA

285,409

224,148

HONG KONG SAR

HONG KONG SAR

45,243

41,645

TAIWAN

TAIWAN

27,525

19,293

Data on number of business owners of Chinese background.
The types of occupation for Chinese people include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labourers
Professionals
Community and Personal Service workers
Managers
Clerical and Administrative Workers
Technicians and Trade workers
Sales Workers

It is estimated that in 2011, the number small business owned or operated
(with employees) by people born in China was 18,980 or
business owned by those born in China.

63.7% of all

Sole trader account for 32% and medium and big business account for

50.9%
37.1%
8%
31.6%

2% (Liu, X. 2016).

DEGREE AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

Kong SAR 52.3%, China 73.4%, Taiwan 56.0%).

religions practiced by the Chinese community include:
Buddhism
Christian
Catholic
Baptist
Uniting Church

Legal Status7

Structure by age

CHINA
0-14 years

20,475

15-24 years

111,578

Australian Citizen

Non Australian Citizen

China
36.3%

China
62.8%

Hong Kong SAR

Hong Kong SAR

75.3%

23.3%

Taiwan
46.9%

Taiwan
51.9%

25-34 years 138,943
35-44 years 68,822

HONG KONG SAR

45-54 years 69,551

0-14 years

4,106

55-64 years 53,344

15-24 years

13,274

65+ years

25-34 years 18,597

46,844

TAIWAN

Education Level

China

35-44 years 13,236

Year 12
Certiﬁcate III or IV
Advance diploma and Diploma
Bachelor degree and above

0-14 years

1,887

45-54 years 11,902

Hong Kong SAR

15-24 years

5,969

55-64 years 16,407

Year 12
Certiﬁcate III or IV
Advance diploma and Diploma
Bachelor degree and above

25-34 years 22,574

65+ years

9,363

35-44 years 8,497

45-54 years 3,603
55-64 years 3,904

65+ years

2,379

27.3%
3.2%
8.6%
43.4%

21.2%
4.7%
9.4%
45.8%

Given the diversity of Chinese people in Australia, there are also a
diversity of organisations from senior citizen groups (activity based
and may be funded by local councils or auspiced by other community
organisations), interest groups (women, youth, art, culture), professional
and business groups, location-based groups and more.

Whilst there are some understanding of the types of Chinese community
organisations, there is no serious attempts at scientifically categorise
the types of community organisations that exist within the Chinese
community.

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES
As the tension between Australia and China continue to rise, it also
places undue pressure on the Chinese community living in Australia.
The Chinese Australian community are informed and sensitive to the
current Australia-China relationship with people supporting all sides of
the arguments and this is due to the large diversity of people of Chinese
background living in Australia. However, it should be noted that the
large majority of Chinese-Australians have no interest in the geo-political
debate, however, the discussions is impacting on the community and
sparked racism and discrimination towards the Chinese community.
In some anecdotal reports, members of the Chinese community have
barriers when seeking security clearance when working in the public
service. Whilst it is understandable given the heighten tension and
therefore it requires an increase in diligence when dealing with requests,
however the irony is that this is also the time Australia need the cultural
knowledge from Chinese Australians to help Australia find the best path
to both protect Australia’s national interest and maintain good working
relationship with a rising power in the world.

WeChat is a social media platform that is used by many Chinese
people for social connection, business, and source of information.
Whilst there are discussions about people using the platform to
influence Chinese living in Australia and therefore it is important for the
Australian government to find ways to remove fake news or uninformed
information on platforms such as WeChat, however it is imperative for
the Australian government to understand the role of WeChat plays in
social connection amongst the Chinese Australian community and small
businesses using WeChat as the main platform for their retail (similar to
Facebook).
In the past, there is a lack of understanding by the Australian
Government on the Chinese community. There is an opportunity for the
government to genuinely understand the community and better provide
resources to ensure the community are provided with official and
credible sources of information.

Taiwan
Year 12
Certiﬁcate III or IV
Advance diploma and Diploma
Bachelor degree and above

28.2%
3.4%
8%
46.7%

Ancestry data, which includes second and future generations
ABS data https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Previousproducts/1301.0Feature%20
Article21925?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=1301.0&issue=1925&num=&view=
4
https://profile.id.com.au/australia/ancestry?WebID=10
5,6,7
ABS, https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/6105_036
2

3
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HAZARA COMMUNITY

Migration to Australia
19,928

Kabul

10,260

INTRODUCTION
Hazara people are an ethno-social group native to Afghanistan. It is
believed that most Hazara lineage can be traced to Turkic-Mongolian
tribes of Central Asia including Genghis Khan, albeit there are Hazaras
scholars who trace it back to the Indo-European Kushansor Tokharians
who built the Buddhas of Bamiyan in central Afghanistan in the third or
fourth century (MacKenzie & Guntari 2015).The vast majority of Hazara
follow Shi’a Islam, contrary to other Afghan ethnic groups who are Sunni
Muslim. In 2004, Afghanistan constitutions recognised 14 ethnic groups:
Pashtun, Tajik, Hazara, Uzbek, Baloch, Turkmen, Nuristani, Pamiri, Arab,
Gujar, Brahui, Qizilbash, Aimaq, and Pashai.
Hazara people homeland is Hazarajat (land of the Hazara), a
geographically isolated central region of Afghanistan, consisting of
the provinces of Bamiyan and Daykundi and parts of other provinces
including Ghazni, Ghor, Uruzgan and Wardak. Hazarajat is a mountain
region highly vulnerable to droughts and floods (DFAT 2019). The region
is dependent on agriculture for economic opportunities; however, its
infrastructure is under developed restricting the movement of people
and goods. Albeit Hazara people constitute more than 70 per cent of
Hazarajat population, country-wise they are considered a minority (DFAT
2019), representing an estimated 10% of the total population1 which itself
has been an issue of major contention i.e. a US Embassy report in June
2020 prompted reactions by the Hazara people including the Afghan
Vice President2.
Hazara are hardworking, hospitable, and resilient people, famous for their
music and poetry, orally transmitted through generations. Hazaras place
great value on educational achievement for their children, including
girls. DFAT country information report highlights how Hazara girls living
in Hazarajat are more likely to participate in sport, community life and
the workforce, compared to girls and women from other ethnic groups
living in different regions (DFAT 2019). Having said that, the report also
indicates that, despite the significant improvement of women rights
across the country since the end of the Taliban regime, women’s place
in society remains controversial and Hazara women, particularly outside
of Hazarajat, face gender-based and societal discrimination (DFAT
2019). In the 1880s, Hazara’s social structure comprised landed nobility,
peasants and artisans. However, persecution and violence, as well as the
systematic social, economic, and political discrimination against Hazara,
caused by their different religious belief, distinctive ethnic origins, as well
as the separate economic and political roots, resulted in a progressive
loss of their social standing in modern Afghanistan (Ref World 2020).
Albeit, Hazara’s situation has improved since the fall of the Taliban in
2001, the resurgence of religious-motivated internal conflicts against
Shi’a Muslim threaten Hazara people’s safety and security, often forcing
them to flee the country.

1
2

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
OF MIGRATION
Hazara forced migration and flight, both within Afghanistan and to other
countries, is tied to the long-lasting discrimination and persecution that
has endangered Hazaras’ safety and security while, at the same time,
restricting economic opportunities. In 2019-2020, the Hazara community
in Afghanistan was persistently attacked by ISIS and Taliban, including
a brutal attack of a maternity ward in May 2020 killing health staff,
pregnant mothers and babies (Maley 2020).
According to UNHCR, Afghan people are the third largest refugee group
in the world, after Syrian and Venezuelan, with 2.7M people seeking
international protection worldwide (UNHCR 2020). The countries that
host the largest number of Afghan refugees are Iran and Pakistan where,
Hazara refugees still face persecution by Sunni extremists because
of their religious beliefs. Hazara’s are Shi’a Muslim, while Pakistan is
predominantly Sunni Muslim country.
Whilst due to lack of reliable sources and data it is difficult to draw
a clear picture of Hazara people migration to Australia, it is possible
to get a sense of their history through the Afghan-born people in
Australia. Migration from Afghanistan to Australia started in the 19th
century with the cameleers. Between 1901 and 1970, the White Australia
migration policy prevented any further migration. In the late 70s, after
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, forced migration started to grow
as a consequence of the continuous state of conflict and unrest in
Afghanistan. Whilst census and migration data refer to Afghan people, a
large percentage of Afghan refugees are Hazara people (Monsutti 2004).
According to the Cultural Atlas (Evason 2016), Afghan refugees and
asylum seekersin Australia, commonly are:
•

Ethnic Hazara fleeing persecution in Afghanistan and neighbouring
countries of refuge such as Pakistan,

•

Intellectuals, journalists or activists,

•

Individuals who assisted the Australian mission in Afghanistan and
were at risk of harm (e.g. interpreters),

•
Women and children who arrived under the Program ‘Women at
Risk’ humanitarian visa.
Demographic data pertaining individual ethnic groups is minimal, difficult
to obtain and not always reliable.

6,638

6,894

1981-1990

1991-2000

2001-2005

Other countries of
asylum/migration
Iran, Pakistan

Other countries of
asylum/migration
Iran, Pakistan

Other countries of
asylum/migration
Iran, Pakistan

1979–1989 Soviet

1992 – Mujahidin took
power. Fighting broke
out between Mujahidin
supporters, various
parties and Hizb-e
Wahdat. The conflict
escalated and at a
later time Amnesty
International reported
the killing of many
unarmed civilians
and the rape of many
Hazara women.

2001 – War and
associated bombing
campaigns between
the Taliban and
United States-led
coalition forces.

1,731
149
1978-1980

1978 - Saur
(April) Communist
Revolution, led
by the People’s
Democratic Party
of Afghanistan who
took power initiating
a series of radical
modernization
and land reforms
throughout the
country.
1979 - Soviet Union
(URSS) occupation.

–Afghan war.
About 2.6M people
crossed the border
to Iran during the
war (IOM 2014),
overwhelmingly
Hazara people.
The majority of
those migrating
to Pakistan were
Pashtun people,
however a large
number of Hazaras
sought refuge in
Quetta Pakistan
where the Hazara
population is
estimated 500,000
to 600,000 people.

1988 Establishment of
the Hizb-e Wahdat,
Hazara main political
party.

1993 – Hundreds of
Hazara residents in the
Afshar district of West
Kabul were massacred
by government forces.
Large areas of Kabul,
particularly those
inhabited by Hazaras
were devastated.

2001 – Destruction
of the Bamyan
Buddhas by the
Taliban. Hazara
people have their
own myths and
folklore associated
to the statues,
unrelated to
Buddhism.

2006-2010

2011-2016

2009 – The Shi’a

Massacres and
suicide bombings
targeting Hazara
people. Bomb blasts,
killings and target
attacks intensified
in Quetta Pakistan.
A lot of Hazaras
left Pakistan during
these years.

Personal Status
Law was passed,
stripping Shi’a
women, many of
whom are Hazara, of
some of their basic
rights enshrined in
the Constitution,
rendering them
more vulnerable.

2009 onwards
– Resurgence of
Taliban posing a
direct threat to the
Hazara people.

2005 – Religious
minorities are been
target by extremist
groups (ISIS after
2014)

1996 – The newly
established Taliban
regime declared Jihad
on the Shi’a Hazaras.
1998 - The killing
spree starting on
8th August 1998 in
Mazar-e-Sharifin
Balkh provincewhich
resulted in the
deaths of 8,00010,000 Hazara
peopleisrecognised
as one of the worse
attacks against the
Hazaras (HRW 1998)
also causing the
largest wave of Hazara
refugees.

DFAT – Accurate statistical data of ethnicity in Afghanistan are not availabledue to the sensitivity of the subject.
Twitter, https://bit.ly/3iqTL51
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DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES
IN AUSTRALIA

According to the 2016 Census, there is a total of

46,799 Afghan-

born people in Australia, 21.9% of whom are of Hazara ancestry.
However, this data may be incomplete because the same Census data

Geographical Distribution
Number of Afghan-born people in Australia as
2016 Census showed:

also indicates that 33.9% of the Afghan-born people speak Hazaragi,
which is only spoken by the Hazara people. Hazara in Australia are likely
to identify their language as either Dari (with Hazaragi as dialect of
Dari) or Hazaragi. However, Hazaragi is only recognised in Australia as
independent language. In Afghanistan the language of Hazara people is
considered a dialect of Dari (or Persian).
The fact that there were 33.9% Hazaragi speakers in Australia
indicates that the actual percentage of Hazara among the Afghan-born
population in Australia is much higher than the 21.9% with Hazara
ancestry reported in the 2016 Census.
On the other hand, while Iran never granted citizenship to Afghan
refugees (including Hazara), those that fled to Pakistan were granted
Pakistani citizenship. Of the 61,913 Pakistan-born people living in
Australia,

WA
5,120

4.1% are of Afghan ancestry and 4.6% speak Hazaragi.

SA
6,313

NSW
13,032

Structure by age

VIC
18,116

0-14 years

6.8%

15-24 years

24.3%

25-44 years

48.0%

50.2%

of Afghan-born are Australian citizens

65+ years

PARTICIPATION IN CIVIL SOCIETY

The ongoing political and civil unrest in Afghanistan as well as the
ongoing discrimination and persecution of Hazara people in Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Iran, causes the community in Australia ongoing anxiety
and a fear of the future. Additionally, humanitarian protection and family
reunion visa processes are long and difficult. People that arrive by boat
are kept in detention for a prolonged period of time in environments that
are detrimental to people mental health.

There is a general distrust of authorities, particularly towards those
in political power given previous experiences with authorities in
Afghanistan and Pakistan.

The uncertainty around the safety and security of family members
overseas, the prolonged and strenuous visas process which prevents
them to fully resettle fully or sponsor their families from overseas,
despite being recognised as refugees, causes:

“Personally for me if there were any attempts made
by DFAT to politically show concern over the ongoing
attacks on Hazaras in Afghanistan and Pakistan, this
would have a great impact on the psychology of the
Hazaras who feel so abandoned by their own and the
world leaders” (Hazara community member).

Less (or long delayed) chances to fully establish in Australia, for instance,
buying a property, investing in long term ventures. Employers may
be hesitant in employing them because of their visa types and the
uncertainty of how long the person may be around etc.

Having said that, the Hazara community in Australia is increasingly
participating in social economic and political process, however there
are various challenges that serves as barriers such as lower community
education capacity issues.

Damages to physical and mental health. Those who have had personal
experiences of violence and now live in Australia do not necessarily
seek emotional/mental health help for fear of criticism by their families/
community, taboo and lack of culturally appropriate mental health
services.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Hazara are community oriented and resilient people. The more
established community members are providing support to newly
arrived people either on individual level or through community
organisations. If adequately supported, they can be a great
resource and asset to migration agencies.

•

Hazara people are genuinely interested in working toward
improving the lives of those around them in partnership with local,
state, and federal government bodies. The opportunity to engage
with the community in a meaningful manner is always there.

Community sources reported that the gaps in younger Hazaras
educations creates a situation where the students almost always
play ‘catch-ups’ on their literacy and language skills. Schools are not
always prepared, particularly state schools possibly because of funding
and financial resources, to effectively fill those gaps in the students’
education gaps. The gap is carried through the schooling career until
universities or colleges, for those who reach it.

•

Hazara refugees have resulted mostly successfully and have
experienced incredible social mobility in a short period of time
(e.g. less than two decades). Hazara dominantly work in
construction and trades as reported by the last Census and they
have benefited from the construction boom. As an increasing
number of Hazara refugee arrivals from 2010s are becoming
Australian Citizens and voters in Australia.

The recognition of work rights is an issue for many Hazara people.
A lot of skilled Hazara tradesman and labourers come to Australia
from Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iran and because of lack of language
proficiency end up working for people for cash, or at much lower rates
than the legal rates, exposing themselves to a range of issues, such as:

PRIORITIES

Those who have arrived via boat and are applying for Australian
citizenship are waiting two to three years to hear a response from the
department on their citizenship applications. The system is punishing
them for coming to Australia via boat.

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES

Legal Status

7,939

Afghan people were granted Offshore
Humanitarian visas in the period from
2014-20195

45-64 years 17.7%

VISA AND SAFETY CONCERNS

3.3%

•

Education Level

no insurance and protection in cases of injury at work
inability to claim underpaid rates and more.

•

One of the most urgent issues facing Hazara men who are out of
detention and have a bridging visa or a Safe Heaven visa, to be able
to go through the visa process quickly so they can begin to resettle
and reunite with their families.

•

Early culturally and linguistically appropriate interventions to assist
these students to catch up and stay connected to their education
reduce dropout rates.

•

Build on the trust and support that the Hazara people have towards
Australia. The Hazara community has actively taken part in the
Bushfire Appeal providing cash donations and by volunteering
(SSI 2020).

21.6%

Gender structure

of the Afghan-born population over the age
of 15, completed Year 12

8.2%

completed a Certificate III or IV

5.6%
Female
18,269
39%

Male*
28,531
61%

* During the Taliban period,
more men than women
fled Afghanistan. A reason
being than men over 12
years old were a main
target for persecution and
violence (Evason 2016).

Language
Hazara people speak Dari and Hazaragi, historically both considered
dialects of Persian. However, Dari has been the official language of
Afghanistan in the past few decades, while Hazaragi is still considered a
dialect of Dari. Australia is the only country that has recognised Hazaragi
as a language, mainlyas a result of community advocacy and the
recognition of Hazarapeople’s human rights, experience of persecution
because of their identity, language and ethnicity4.

Data Source: ABS (2016 Census) https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/
census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/7201_036
4
5

National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreter (NAATI), 2005
Australian Migration Statistics( Department of Home Affairs) — released November 2019.
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had completed an Advanced Diploma or
Diploma

IN AFGHANISTAN
DFAT sources reported that a considerably higher percentage of Hazara
children receive formal education relative to the children of other Afghan
ethnicities. Hazara children are generally encouraged to consider further
education options where family circumstances allow (DFAT 2019).

CHALLENGES

OPPORTUNITIES

•

Safety and security in Afghanistan and other refugee host countries such as Iran and Pakistan. Resurgence of conflict and attacks
targeting Hazara people.

•

Hazara people can support diplomats to liaise with the community overseas. The Hazaras in Afghanistan have been leading in
education, gender equality and democratic freedom aligning with
Australia’s mission.

•

Humanitarian aid provided by NGOs and other agencies does not
reach remote areas and/or may not reach the most vulnerable
populations.

•

•

Flow of money and remittance

Australia’s aid and foreign missions have an opportunity by working
with the Hazara diaspora in Australia to target issues that are
considered asylum seeker push factors such as the human security
issues and the lack of economic opportunities in central Hazarajat
provinces.

•

It is believed that the Hazara community remittance to the poverty-stricken central provinces of Afghanistan, and to the refugee
communities of Pakistan and Iran, is a significant amount.

Professional Activities

33.3%

Technicians and Trades Workers

16.7%

Labourers

10.8%

Machinery Operators and Drivers

PRIORITIES
•

The Government can invest and facilitate the flow of remittances.
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OROMO COMMUNITY

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF MIGRATION
Oromo people’s migration to Australia is linked to the human rights
abuses and persecution endured in Ethiopia.
Migration from Oromia to Australia spiked in the mid-90s due to the
eruption of conflict between Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) and the
Tigray People Liberation Front (TPLF) lead regime.

The second big wave of immigration occurred after 2005, again
connected to continuing human rights abuse and internal conflict.
The Oromo immigration has grown steadily as the people’s safety and
security continued to threaten their livelihood in Ethiopia.

Migration to Australia

INTRODUCTION
The Oromo people represent the largest ethnic group in Ethiopia (34.9%)
(CIA 2020). Their homeland is the Oromia regional state, which spreads
from South Sudan and Gambela region in the west, to the Somali region
in the East and Kenya to the South, making Oromia the largest region in
Ethiopia.
For over a century the Oromo people have been oppressed and
marginalised by the Ethiopian central government. Ethiopia is the oldest
independent country in Africa. It is the only African country to have
adopted Christianity long before other Europeans were expose to it.
Aside from a brief Italian occupation from 1936-41, the country was ruled
as a dynasty by a series of monarchs until 1974 when Emperor Haile
SELASSIE was deposed by a military junta, the Derg, who established a
socialist state. Under the new regime, Oromo discontent led a student
organisation to start the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF), which evolved,
over time, into an armed resistance and political advocacy group
dedicated to the promotion of Oromo self-determination.
The regime lasted for almost 20 years and in 1991 the Ethiopian People’s
Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) took power.

3,371

2,380

Even after a constitution was adopted (1994), and Ethiopia’s first
multiparty elections were held (1995), intimidation and persecution of
Oromo people continued.

2,168

The border war with Eritrea in the late 1990s added further tension in the
region. After the peace agreement in 2000, Ethiopia troops continued
to be stationed in previously contested areas. It was not until 2018, when
Oromo prime minister Abiy Ahmed Ali was appointed, that Ethiopia
accepted the border ruling of 2000.
Abiy’s election represented a new ray of hope for the Oromo people in
Ethiopia and overseas. However, arbitrary arrest of journalists and other
critics of the government, prolonged detention and unfair trials have not
stopped.
For this reason, the Oromo diaspora is actively advocating for peace,
an end of human rights abuse and freedoms guaranteed in Ethiopian’s
constitution

479

1981 - 1990

1991 - 2000

2001 - 2005

2006 - 2010

Countries of
migration
USA, Canada

Countries of
migration
Australia, including,
USA, Canada,
Various European
countries, such as
Norway, Denmark,
UK, Netherland.

Countries of
migration
Australia, including,
USA, Canada,
Various European
countries, such as
Norway, Denmark,
UK, Netherland

1995 – Conflict
erupted between
Oromo Liberation
Front (OLF) and
the Tigray People
Liberation Front
(TPLF) lead regime.

2000– Human right

Countries of
migration
Since 2005,
majority of Oromo
people migrated
to Australia, while
migration to USA,
Canada, various
European countries,
such as Norway,
Denmark, UK, and
Netherland relatively
dropped.

1982 -EthiopianSomali border civil
war and war within
Ethiopia – mostly
political unrest –
killings of opposition
parties) under the
military regime
of Mengistu Haile
Mariam that was in
power. Due to war in
every corner of the
country, especially,
the Oromia region,
many Oromo people
fled the country
to neighbouring
countries, such
as Sudan, Kenya,
Djibouti and Egypt.
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2,650

violations intensified

2011 - 2016

2005 – Human
right violations
continued to occur.
Since 2005 the
number of victims
of Human Rights
abuses dramatically
increased.
Thousands of killings
and disappearances
happened. Brutality
increased. People
were forced to flee
the country.
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DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE
The demographic and socio-economic profile of the Oromo community
in Australia is drawn from census data and community sources
(community management, organisation membership, events attendance).
Census data refers to Ethiopian-born people and it does not distinguish
between different ethnic groups. Community sources, on the other
hand, provide an estimate of the Oromo living in Australia, regardless
of country of birth. The two Oromo main umbrella organisations
(Australian Oromo Community in Victoria Inc. and Oromo Community in
Melbourne Inc. – OCM) estimated Oromo living in Australia through their
branches in each state – including children, youth, and adults – based on
ethnicity. The same way information gathered from other states as well
and it refers to 2019.
The Census data is used here to give some authenticity and a sense
of the demographic characteristics of the Ethiopian-born population
in Australia. Albeit there is a disparity between the two data sets,
community sources are constantly being updated and they are likely
to be more closely descriptive of the demographic and socioeconomic
profile of the Oromo.
The last Census recorded 11,792 Ethiopia-born people in Australia,

1,050 of whom are of Oromo ancestry. Australians that reported
Ethiopian ancestry were 13,715 (Department of Home Affairs 2018)

Language

For the Oromo people in Australia, their identity as Oromo constitutes
the strongest bond. Community members gather to celebrate calendar
events that are meaningful to the Oromo people regardless of their faith,
gender, and place of residence.

Afaan Oromo

Religion
Oromo major religion affiliations are:
•
•
•

Christianity – Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant (Pentecostal)
Islam
Waqefanna: Traditional religion (Ancient monotheistic religion
based on spirituality not doctrine)

Safety and security. It is safe to assume that the vast majority of Oromo
people in Australia came as refugees. The existing persecution and
human rights abuses endured by Oromo people in Ethiopia prevents
them to return.

Australia to be more than 15,000.

70%

Structure by age

Australian citizen

Oromo people
Community source (2019)

Ethiopian-born people in Australia
Census (2016)

28%

0-17 years

40%

0-14 years

9.4%

Permanent resident

18-40 years

30%

15-24 years

16.4%

2%

41-64 years

25%

25-44 years 45.8%

65+ years

2%

45-64 years 25.9%
65+ years

Gender structure

Female
8000+

64.3%

Australian citizen

32.8%

Not Australian citizen

Temporary resident

Education Level

2.5%

In Victoria, under the umbrella of the two main Oromo organisations
(Australian Oromo Community in Victoria Inc. and Oromo Community in
Melbourne Inc. – OCM), community members congregate and associate
in smaller groups (usually incorporated associations) focusing on specific
activities, e.g. Women’s groups, sport, youth groups.

Reasons to stay in Australia

Legal Status

while community sources approximate the Oromo community in

DEGREE AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

60%

(Incomplete schooling)
more than 9,000 (dropped of school
because of conflict, displacement, political
unrest (in many regions the detention of
teachers and parents etc)

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES
Oromo have several ongoing and continuous ties with their home
country, particularly through news update and on-going developments,
running small businesses and variety shops importing cultural foods, such
as coffee and spices as well cultural clothes and artwork and artifacts to
Australia.

The strong bond with the Oromia region also implies that Oromo people
are informed and sensitive to the current situation in Ethiopia. The
political instability that have characterised Ethiopian politics over the
last few decades is a reason for concern to Oromo people in Australia,
particularly for those who still have families in Ethiopia.

Connection is kept alive via online channels, such as media outlets, social
media, and telephone. Sometimes few people are able to travel for family
visit.

Political instability, in the case of Ethiopia, is manifested through the
centralised control of power that can, and has done so in the past,
overrule the Constitution. These concerns are shared by community
members of all age insofar as Oromo youth, with no lived experience, are
actively advocating for human rights in Ethiopia and share the burden
of the older generation. As long as the human rights abuses continue,
neither old nor young people can be free.

Like other diaspora communities, the Oromo regularly send money to
individuals or family members for medical treatment, food, children
education. It is very rare that the Oromo send items, as it is expensive.
The constant requests for support are worrying and stressful, for the
Oromo in Australia, and not easy to ignore or avoid.

“It’s like the blood circulating in the body, sometimes you
get a cut, and we need to keep the blood moving.”

Through their main organisations, Oromo people advocate for Human
Rights and seek the support of international body to put pressure on the
Ethiopian government to stop with the abuses and move towards a true
democratisation of the country.

25% (Primary) More than 4,000
10% (Secondary) More than 2,000
5% (University) About 1000

Male
8000+

Geographical Distribution
Community sources indicated that Victoria is the state with the largest
number of Oromo people, followed by Western Australia, New South
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, ACT, South Australia, and Northern
Territory. Within each state, community members tend to concentrate
predominantly around the urban areas.

The 2016 census reported that, of the Ethiopia-born living in Australia,
38.1% were attending an educational institution. There were 4.7% in
primary school, 8.9% in secondary school and 14.7% in a tertiary or
technical institution.
As per 2016 Census, 21.1% of Ethiopia-born people reported having
completed Year 12 as their highest level of educational attainment,
16.2% had completed a Certificate III or IV and 11.5% had completed an
Advanced Diploma or Diploma.

Professional Activities

20% (3,000+)

OROMIA SUPPORT GROUP AUSTRALIA

Work Full-Time

WA
1,613

Work Part-Time

30% (5,000+)
Unemployed

NSW
1,260
VIC
6,368
40

50% (8,000+)

QLD
1,262

Community sources reported that the majority of Oromo work in the
health industry. Other types of occupation are:
•
•
•
•

Business owners, such as cafes, grocery shops, variety shops,
Contactor trades and manual labour
Factory workers
Farmers

1
Data Source: ABS (Census 2016) https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/
census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/9207_036

Members of the Oromo community in Australia started Oromia Support
Group of Australia (OSGA) to advocate for Human Rights in Ethiopia
because the community felt that they had no representation and no
voice. The OSGA case study explores the struggle and unyielding
desire for peace of the Oromo people in Australia, summarising OSGA
journey starting from zero to becoming a Human Rights advocate at the
international level. The organisation is well connected with its community
and has a solid and well organised structure.
In the face of Covid-19 challenges and increased health risks, OSGA
promptly responded to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the Oromo
people by creating a task force to share information and support
vulnerable community members.

“Human rights have no boundaries. Even, sometimes we
act like health service advocates. All inclusive.”
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SOUTH SUDANESE
COMMUNITY

Migration to Australia

4,105

2,158

INTRODUCTION
The Republic of South Sudan gained its independence from Sudan in
2011. South Sudan is a country with one of the richest agricultural land
in Africa, supporting 10-20 million head of cattle. The country has one of
the world’s largest wetlands, the Sudd, a vast swamp area formed by the
White Nile in the north central region of South Sudan. During the rainy
season, the wetlands can reach 15% of the country’s total area
(CIA 2020.a).
South Sudan is also abundant in natural resources, such as gold, silver,
zinc, limestone, iron ore, copper, and oil. The government of South Sudan
is heavily relying on oil for its budget revenue, thus making the country
one of the most oil-dependent countries in the world. Despite its natural
resources, the several decades of conflict with Sudan have crippled the
development of South Sudan. Poverty and food security are a major
issue that have bedevilled the population of South Sudan for many
decades long before the independence. This situation is compounded
with poor and underdeveloped infrastructure. Albeit there is a growing
presence of China in the development of the infrastructure and energy
sector in the country, only 2% of the roads are paved, electricity is still
mostly produced by diesel generators. Indoor plumbing and potable
water are also scarce. Approximately 90% of consumable goods, capital,
and services are imported from neighbouring countries, mainly Uganda,
Kenya, and Sudan.
South Sudan has a population of 10,561,244 million people CIA (2020.a).
Demographically it is one of the youngest populations in the world, with
an average age of 18 years old. The social landscape is extraordinarily
complex and diverse. South Sudan is the home of over 60 different
ethnic groups, which can be grouped into six main clusters defined by a
host of ethnic, historical, and linguistic factors. These groups are Nilotic
(native to the White Nile region), Central Sudanic, Nilo (Hamid, Barispeaking), Zande and Anyuak people. The Nilotic people are the biggest
ethnic group in South Sudan – Dinka and Nuer both belong to the Nilotic
ethnic group.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
OF MIGRATION
South Sudan gained independence after decades of war. There are
generations of South Sudanese who have scarcely experienced peace.
To understand today’s South Sudan, it is useful to trace back its history
from colonial time. In 1870 the colony of Equatoria (comprising of what
is most of today’s South Sudan) was established by Samuel Baker in
the name of the Ottoman Khedive of Egypt who claimed the territory.
In 1899, after the Mahdist War, Equatoria was made a state under the
Anglo-Egyptian condominium. During the following decades, Christian
missionaries converted a large part of the population and facilitated the
spread of English, while North Sudan was predominantly Muslim and
Arabic speaking.
Until 1947, Equatoria was ruled separately from what is today’s Sudan
(North Sudan). The unification of the two colonies was part of the British
plan to prepare the region for independence. However, in 1956 when
Sudan became an independent republic, southerners’ expectations’ to
fully participate in the political system were denied. The unrest escalated
into two wars (1955-1972 and 1983-2005) during which it is estimated
that 2.5M civilians died due to starvation and drought.
Across the world, South Sudan’s independence in 2011 sparked the
hopes and expectations of the South Sudanese diaspora. It was an
exciting moment. Many people either decided to return to South Sudan
to contribute building the country or decided to organise themselves
in the host country to support the development of South Sudan. The
insurgence of new internal conflict in 2013 and the continued state
of unrest, has greatly impacted South Sudanese who saw their hope
remaining unfulfilled.

886
14

3
19511960

1955- First
Sudanese Civil
War begins.
1956- Sudan
gains its
independence.

19611970

First Sudanese
Civil War
ongoing

19711980

1972- First
Sudanese
Civil War ends
(Addis Ababa
Agreement)

1978- Oil was
discovered in
Bentiu (part of
South Sudan)

19811990

1983- Second
Sudanese Civil
War begins
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19912000

20012005

20062010

20112016

After
2016

Other
country of
migration
Kenya,
Ethiopia

Other
country of
migration
Uganda,
Kenya,
Ethiopia

Other
country of
migration
Uganda,
Kenya,
Ethiopia,
Sudan

Other
country of
migration
Kenya,
Ethiopia

Other
country of
migration
Uganda,
Kenya,
Ethiopia,
Sudan

1999- Oil
exports from
Sudan Starts.

2002- A

2006 – 2011

ceasefire
is agreed
between Sudan
government
and the
Sudan’s People
Liberation
Army. The
Machakos
Protocol ended
the civil war.

Period of
autonomy

2011 –
Referendum
Independence
declared on

2005
Comprehensive
Peace
Agreement

2013 – Internal
conflict between
pro and antigovernment
factions.

2018 –
Agreement on
outstanding
issues on
government and
security.

2015 –
Agreement on
the resolution of
the conflict
2016 (April)
– Transitional
government of
National Unity

2016 (June) –
Conflict in Juba

Understanding the complexity and diversity of the South Sudanese social
landscape is essential to comprehend the cultural background, traditions,
and dynamics between different groups in South Sudan and within the
diaspora. The population of South Sudan, despite ethnic diversity, has
always treated each other with respect and bounded together during
the South’s liberation war. However, the civil war that started after the
secession of the South from Sudan carries an ethnic undertone in the
political struggle and in various regions across the country. People’s
attachment to their own ethnic background and views on South Sudan
ethnic divisions varies from time to time and is based on personal
experience and political affiliation.
This community profile is making an attempt to understand why South
Sudanese people became in 2019 the 4th largest group of refugees in the
world with 2.2M people fleeing the country (UNHCR 2020)while showing
diaspora’s relentless effort to build a peaceful country.
1
2

DFAT – Accurate statistical data of ethnicity in Afghanistan are not availabledue to the sensitivity of the subject.
Twitter, https://bit.ly/3iqTL51
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DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES

According to the 2016 Census there are 7,699 South Sudan-born in

The South Sudanese diaspora is active supporting its members in
Australia and overseas, particularly given how dire the humanitarian
crisis is in South Sudan. Agriculture in South Sudan is mostly substance
farming, and it is also subject to floods in the White Nile region and
droughts in other parts of the country. In 2017, famine was declared
in parts of South Sudan (UN News 2017). Food insecurity and the
prolonged conflict are forcing millions of people to leave seeking refuge
in neighbouring countries like Uganda, Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya.

The South Sudanese diaspora in Australia has to deal with their day-today issues, financial commitments, e.g. house mortgage, rent, schooling,
day-to-day living etc and many also face difficulties adjusting to life
in Australia. South Sudanese youth also suffer mental anguish due
to negative images portrayed by Australian media. They also suffer
from reconciling self-identity conflicts. The impact can be seen in the
hardship many well educated South Sudanese youth face when seeking
employment.

Many of the Australia South Sudanese diaspora have lived experiences
of the conflict and share strong cultural ties with the people still living
in South Sudan or other host countries. Family bonds run deep between
South Sudanese and extend to the whole clan. However, the heavy
burden placed on diaspora in Australia is also the cause of financial and
physical distress. As the situation worsens in South Sudan, the request
for help increases along with diaspora’s concerns for the safety and
security of their family members.

However, the South Sudanese community greatly contributes to the
betterment of Australian society. The South Sudanese Community
Association in Victoria Inc. submission to this inquiry, highlights some of
the community contribution and raises the communities’ key concerns
with regards to the community in Australia.

Australia . Out of the 300 different ancestries reported by Australians

Language

1

in the last Census,

10,755 responses were towards South Sudanese

ancestry.

At the time of the Census, the main languages spoken at home by South
Sudan-born people in Australia were Dinka (3,901), Arabic (1,565) and
Nuer (565).
Of the 7,333 South Sudan-born who spoke a language other than English
at home, 84.4% spoke English very well or well, and 14.0% spoke English
not well or not at all.

Structure by age

0-14 years

6.0%

15-24 years

19.6%

Legal Status

25-34 years 29.6%

HOW SOUTH SUDANESE DIASPORA HELP2

The 2016 Census shows:

35-44 years 25.9%

75.1% of people born in South

45-54 years 13.7%

Sudan are Australian citizens.

55-64 years 3.8%

65+ years

Families in Australia cannot look the other way when their family
members in South Sudan live in such dire situation.
Financial support is provided to ensure that people have food and
shelter. Many helps with children schooling, often in other countries such
as Uganda and Kenya.

1.4%

and over
years
Gender
structure

14.3%

Bachelor’s degree level
and above

Advanced Diploma and
Diploma level

3.0%
Certificate level IV

13.1%

Male
4,091
53.1%

Certificate level III

9%

Certificate II

18.5%
Year 12

5%

Community to community help relies on members donations and
fundraising. There is very little financial support from government or
other agencies.

Year 11

4.9%

•

Year 10

7.7%

Year 9 or below

7.9%

•

No educational attainment

7.1%

Not stated

0.3%

Certificate I

Geographical Distribution

*The Census data refers to South Sudan-born people only and does not
consider second generation South Sudanese.

•

Professional Activities

QLD
1,430

WA
1,201

10%

8.1%

•

5.8%

Data Source: Home Affairs, https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/mca/files/2016-cis-south-sudan.PDF
ABS (Census 2016) https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/4111_036
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Healthcare initiatives
Common healthcare initiatives are about building clinics
(particularly in rural areas) and refurbishing hospital wards (mostly
in Juba). Diaspora are aware of the need for sanitation and to
assist with women and children’s health (particularly maternity
wards). There is a group in Australia that is planning to build two
pharmacies, one in Juba the other in Wau, to sell medications at low
cost supplied by diaspora.
Women independence and empowerment
There is a recognised need among diaspora, both female
and males, to support women, particularly widows and single
women, considered one of the most vulnerable groups. Women
empowerment projects focus on developing women financial
independence, for example supporting them to start up small food
or tailoring businesses or home farming. For these types of projects
diaspora usually provide the initial funding and equipment, e.g.
sewing machine.

Response to natural disaster
Diaspora from the Jonglei region commonly fundraise to support
projects to build dikes and other infrastructure that can help
managing and containing recurrent floods.

Meat Processing

5.4%

•

Other Social Assistance Services

VIC
977

Education initiatives
These types of initiatives can include building schools as well as
scholarship programmes. Scholarships are predominately directed
at orphan children (majority girls) who are, in some cases, assisted
from young age all the way through to college-level.

3.8%

Building and Other Industrial Cleaning
Services

There are also other initiatives that are not solely reliant on fundraising.
Such is the case of sending supplies, where communities raise funds to
pay for the shipment costs, while goods are donations from the South
Sudanese diaspora or the broader Australian communities. These are:
•

Clothing, commonly sent to South Sudan by diaspora throughout
the world, particularly USA based,

•

Schooling resources – reading material, textbooks, computers,
stationary – also sent to children in camps,

•

Sewing machines to help women and their children,

•

Reusable sanitary items for girls to stay at school (women-led
initiatives),

•

Medical supplies. There is a group in Queensland that sends regular
medical supplies. Others have approached an Australian hospital
asking to donate second-hand equipment (beds, microscopes etc),

•

Supplied people in camps with food and other essentials such
mosquito screens.

•

Started small farming project in Uganda to help South Sudanese
facing food shortage in camps.

•

Online mentoring via social media for young people, especially in
terms of work ethic and expectations. Diaspora young people have
transferred significant knowledge, work ethic and professional
standard setting. This type of initiative is seldom recognised.

Women education initiatives are a way to foster their independence
and employability.

Child Care Services

Aged Care Residential Services

NSW
13,032

There are few clinics and hospitals in South Sudan, diaspora help with
medical costs when a family member needs a medical procedure. Often
the extended family fundraise with members in other countries, such as
the US and other countries so the person can go to Sudan or another
country to get treated.

Community to Community

Education Level*

12.9%

Female
3,603
46.8%

Family to family

•
•

Aid to disabled people
These initiatives seem to be limited to acquiring wheelchair for nonambulant disabled in South Sudan and those living in camps.
Acquisition of vehicles and transport for remote areas, where
there was none.

Covid 19 Impact
Lock down measures implemented to respond to Covid19 pandemic have
affected diaspora’s action by:
•

Halting fundraising activities. Most community fundraising is done
at events attended by 200 to 300 people. The ban on assembly has
put a halt on any of such activities.

•

Decreasing job security. Some of the diaspora members have lost
their jobs after the lock down while others, such as those employed
in hospitality, have not been paid since mid-March. The reduced or
loss of income impacts people’s capacity to support families here
and in South Sudan or to donate for projects.

Burials
After the Bor massacre in the 90s, Australian diaspora raised funds
to bury people. UNHCR stepped in and took care of the burial. The
raised funds were then sent to families.

The information in this section is taken from a recent study DAA has conducted in collaboration with IOM South Sudan where 41 community
leaders and active community members from across Australia have been interviewed.
2
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HOW AUSTRALIA CAN HELP SOUTH SUDAN
“With peace, development can happen.”
In 2017 and 2018, DAA worked with DFAT and South Sudanese across
the country on peacebuilding. While the initiative was welcomed it
did not have a long-term vision, which led to unfulfilled community
expectations. Developing a long-term peacebuilding and reconciliation
process in Australia can bring together the community in Australia,
coordinate efforts and find ways to aid Australia humanitarian
programme in South Sudan.

Also, Australia being one of the few countries with a significant number
of South Sudanese immigrants, Australia can capitalise on its success
in multicultural policy and racial cohesion, to maintain peace and social
cohesion amongst South Sudanese in Australia, and positively influence
the culture of political and ethnic tolerance in South Sudan. Australia
can do this either through by persuasion by directly engaging with the
government of South Sudan, or by punitive measures – barring South
Sudanese government officials who are implicated in committing human
rights violations and corruption from entering Australia, and seizing any
assets they have acquired in Australia.

About Peacebuilding
In 2017, DAA facilitated the South Sudan Peacebuilding Dialogue,
an initiative which aimed to provide a space for South Sudanese
peacebuilders in Australia to discuss and share ideas and experiences
of building trust and unity within the community that can contribute to
peace in South Sudan. This was to be achieved through two roundtable
discussions that share information and perspectives about possible
strategies for diaspora-led initiatives and collaboration. The roundtables
aimed to include the main ethnic groups in the South Sudanese
community in Australia, as well as include at least 25% women. The
initiative was funded by DFAT with with in-kind contribution of the
Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA).

“This South Sudanese Roundtable is a great start to build
peace among South Sudanese communities in Australia
and back home”. – Brisbane participant
Fifty-three South Sudanese peacebuilders and community members
gathered at the Peacebuilding Dialogues in Brisbane (18 November 2017)
and Melbourne (25 November 2017) to share ideas and experiences of
building trust and unity within the community that can contribute to
peace in South Sudan. At both events, the atmosphere was optimistic,
and participants came to the table with an open mind.

The two dialogues consisted of facilitated discussions around the
following three main themes: Network building and information
sharing of peacebuilding initiatives, building trust and unity within the
community, and positive messaging for peace. They also discussed the
meaning and definition of peace and additional themes that emerged
during the session in Melbourne, which also included a small-group
discussion on the current political context in South Sudan and explored
possible ways forward in the peace process.

“We need this roundtable to take place every three
months to make people understand the meaning of
peace”
While there were challenges to deliver the project associated to the
tight timeframe, participants’ feedback was overwhelmingly positive,
especially in Melbourne. The discussions were seen as fruitful and
happened in a respectful and constructive manner. Participants in both
locations expressed that they would like to see a follow up in a similar
style, and to maintain regular communication and information sharing
between peacebuilders from different ethnic background and the
community at large. Unfortunately, there was no further investment in
the initiative.
The South Sudan Peacebuilding Dialogue report is available on DAA
website
http://diasporaaction.org.au/south-sudan-peacebuilding-dialogue
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SYRIAC COMMUNITY & SOWA

“Simplifying the complex, Syrian Aramean or Syrian/Syriac Aramaic refers to a group of indigenous people of the old Syria.”

THE SYRIACS (ALSO CALLED SYRIAN(C)-ARAMEAN) PEOPLE
Understanding Syrian Aramean community requires discovering the
history of the Syriac Orthodox Church of Antioch and all the East
(SOCAE) that goes back to the early apostolic days, a member of
the Oriental Orthodox Family (Issa & Issa 2009), from the Land of
Mesopotamia ‘the cradle of Western Civilization, her sacred language
(Aramaic/Syriac), her Holy See (established in Antioch in the year 37
by St Peter, and due to uncertainties in the region moved to different
places and now in Damascus, Syria), her martyrs throughout the
centuries starting with the early antiquities until these current days (e.g.
SAYFO 1915 between 500-700,000 individuals, and destruction of her
monasteries and churches, also the uprooting of her people from their
homeland), and her present status (diaspora).
Indeed, when looking at SOCAE there is a vital need to look at the
Church, her Aramean/Syriac people and their homeland, which brings
forth a story of wonderful, delightful, magnificent, innovative, and
creative people, yet mistreated, oppressed, harassed, maltreated,
persecuted, displaced, evacuated, relocated, and uprooted from their
homeland. Thus, the following paragraphs will carry within their lines the
story of the Church looking in the story of the people and their homeland
Mesopotamia.
Mesopotamia was located between the land of Persia to the East, the
Mediterranean Sea to the West, Armenia, Greece, and Asia Minor to the
North, and Arabia to the south – this whole land was known the land of
the people of ARAM or Aramean People. Indeed, some of these tribes
were named either the people of Babel, the people of Ashur, the people
of Adom, but all the people were referred to as the people of ‘Aram’
or ‘Aramean People’ (Manna 1900). History tells us that the Aramean
People (who later and following Christianity were named Syrians/Syriacs
to differentiate the pagans from Christians) are the indigenous people of
Syria and Mesopotamia (the land between the two rivers), the cradle of
Western civilization.
The Arameans spoke Aramaic. There is no doubt that Aramaic was the
language of the Jews during the Apostolic Age as well as during several
centuries prior to this period and extending as far back as 500 B.C. The
Jews even wrote some of their Holy Scriptures in Aramaic or in Aramaic
characters. The Dead Sea Scrolls which were discovered in 1947 by His
Eminence Mar Athanasius Y. Samuel, then Archbishop of Jerusalem,
confirm this fact. This language, therefore, was used as the liturgical
language in this Church.
The dialect of the Arameans (Aramaic) became the common language of
that area. Still later, just before and after the beginning of the Christian
era, Aramaic underwent a particularly rich evolution. This evolved new
form of Aramaic known as “Syriac”, the language of the amalgamated or
unified Syrian People (Issa 1995). SOCAE language (ARAMAIC) spread
to the neighbouring peoples and became the lingua franca of the region.
After converting to Christianity, the East and West-Aramean People
adopted the term “Syrian” “Soraye” which simply means ‘Christian’ which
became both a lingual and a group designation (Issa 2014).
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Despite the common language, culture, heritage and history, and due
to the diverse events in the region, such as, disagreement on dogma,
colonialization, and the arrival of Missionaries to the region mainly from
Rome, the Aramean People, the “Syrian” “Suryoye” “Soraye” suffered
and various groups were established from the One Apostolic Orthodox
Church (e.g. Syriacs, Assyrians, Chaldeans, Maronites, etc…). But the
historically correct name for these groups is Aramean (Manna 1900.a).
Even the land of Mesopotamia is known as the land of Aramean People
(Manna 1900.a)
Since the end of the Aramean kingdom of Osrhoene (Current Urfah
in Turkey to the Northern of Aleppo), the Aramean People have been
without any state of their own. They have been constantly victimized
through different religious massacres discrimination, ethnic cleansing,
and persecutions, either at the hands of rulers, at the hand of different
empires, regimes or missionaries and other churches for hundreds of
years, so that they have become a minority in their own land and area
(Issa 2014).
Indeed, the people of Mesopotamia from where the people of SOCAE
originate suffered immensely at the hands of several empires, including
the Ottoman Empire, named after Osman, its first ruler, who in the early
1300s expanded it from a tiny part of northwest Turkey to a slightly
less tiny part. This empire ruled for 500 years, which is longer than the
entire history of Roman Empire, ruling over the Middle East, North Africa,
and South Eastern Europe for centuries. It was probably the last great
non-European empire until it began declining in the mid-1800s, collapsed
after World War I, and had its former territory in the Middle East divided
up by Western Europe. The war changes the region out of recognition,
ending the Ottoman centuries and bringing into existence the modern
territories of Syria, Lebanon, Palestine (now including Israel), Jordan and
Iraq (Rabo 2014).
The atrocities by the Ottoman Empire were excessive, and destructive,
described and recorded by Issa et al. (2017), including the issues
that have been most prevalent in the Republican [Turkish] past and
nowadays:
•

The persecution and expulsion of the Ottoman Greeks, as well as
deportation;

•

The destruction of the Ottoman Armenians and Syriac [Syriac,
Chaldeans, and Assyrian].

As a result of these atrocities, the majority of the surviving SOCEA
people fled the region and are now scattered in diaspora migrating to
the USA, Canada, and Australia, amongst other countries.
This persecution did not stop with the end of the Ottoman Empire – in
the contemporary and recent history we have noticed the ongoing
persecution, destruction of monasteries and churches, also the uprooting
of people from their homeland in areas such as Iraq, Syria, Lebanon,
and Egypt, which had resulted in a new wave of migration from the
motherland.

In countries where Syriac Orthodox diaspora established themselves,
often their experience of integration includes reflection about religious
minorities and the unsettled question of whether religious, cultural,
or even civilizational difference constitutes the salient category of
belonging and alterity in Australian identity-politics. Such uncertainty
over the salience of categories and the meaning of difference shapes
Syriac Orthodox efforts to procure recognition as an indigenous
ethnoreligious minority. Not only the experience of diaspora in the West,
but twentieth century encounters with secular nation-states throughout
the Middle East have convinced Syriac Orthodox Christians that such
recognition is necessary for them to survive as a self-consciously
imagined community in secular modernity. But survival depends upon
more than just political and legal recognition. Political longings cannot be
disentangled from existential longings (Taylor 1994). The self in the selfother relation of recognition is constituted by that relationship and like
for many others, for Syriac Orthodox Christians this recognition within its
specificity within the Australian society, is a vital human need.
For Syriac people in the Diaspora, building a collective memory is vital
to creating cohesion between dispersed groups and maintaining a sense
of individual belonging. Fixing on a place of origin, possibly transformed
into a goal of pilgrimage, helps to structure the community and to
preserve identity links. Other elements contribute to it, among which
the evocation of the past of persecutions and massacres, which feeds an
“ethics of sacrifice”.
Attachment to the “language of origin” is also a central element of what
defines Syriac identity; reason why it is crucial to make significant efforts
to maintain language learning in countries of exile like Australia.
Towards the end of the 1960s, migration of Syriac Christians accelerated.
It started with the war between the Turkish state and the PKK (Kurdistan
Workers’ Party) which caught Syriac Christians in the middle. Already
before the war broke out in full in the 1980s, some had settled as labour
migrants to Europe, easing the way for others to follow as asylum
seekers when the situation in Tur ’Abdin became increasingly dangerous.
By the early 1990s, the Syriac population of eastern Anatolia had shrunk
to a couple of thousand people who feared Kurdish oppression as much
as Turkish restrictions on their religious and cultural life. The communities
in Europe and Australia received further Syriac Orthodox from the
Jazeera- (Hasaka Province) region. While socio-economic motives
played a role, some came as asylum seekers. The civil war in Lebanon
(1975–1990) provided the impetus for yet another group of Syriac
migrant. Though part the revolutionary violence was specifically targeted
at Christians, the upheaval provided another impetus for migration. Their
numbers in the diaspora were augmented by Iraqi and Iranian Syriac –
Aramean who fled the consequences of the Iran-Iraq War in the 1980s.
In the final stages of this war, Iraq’s brutal suppression of Kurdish
political opposition also targeted Syriacs/Aramean and other Christians
in the region (Chaldean, Assyrian) villages in North Iraq, whereas the
occupation of Kuwait in 1990, the American military intervention of 1991,
and the ensuing economic boycott made living conditions in Baghdad
increasingly difficult. All of this encouraged Christians to leave the
country.

Soon after the US-led invasion of 2003, Iraq spiralled into a bloody
civil strife during which Christians were among the express targets of
the violence. Many more Christians fled the country, or, if that was not
possible, sought refuge in Iraqi Kurdistan that remained relatively stable.
In 2014 and 2015, the rise of ISIS (Daesh) many more Syriac Christians
from their homes in Mosul and the Nineveh plains, in the Jazeera region
and in Homs and its environs. All the citizens of the village of Bartleh, in
Northern Iraq, were uprooted overnight and had to walk long distances
to reach a safe place. For places like Mosul and Homs, this meant the end
of long and stable periods of Christian presence, for the Jazeera region
it meant the uprooting of Christians whose parents and grandparents
had found refuge there after the horrors of the Sayfo1915 (Genocide).
No Syriac Christian has able to return to Mosul since 2015. Though, some
of the community returned to Bartleh, but the resurgence of ISIS, the
Kurdish, and the Turkish make them fear for their lives from more than
one side.
The immediate result of all these migratory movements was the relative
strengthening of Syriac communities outside the Middle East, and thus
the increased weight of the diaspora vis-à-vis the remaining communities
in the Middle East. While both nationalists and clerical leaders
encouraged their flocks to remain in the region, many people chose
what they thought would be best for their children, moving to countries
(Murre-van den Berg 2019).
In Australia, although as recorded by the Melbourne Museum “Syrians
Born in Victoria was first counted in the 1891 censes 142”, first Syrian
Aramean immigrants arrived and settled before 1968, while others
followed in form of various waves of migration. The most notable of
these waves resulted from the Lebanese Civil War (1975 to 1990), and
the aftermath of the 2003 US invasion of Iraq. More followed after
the 2014 ISIS invasion of Northern Iraq, and the Syrian war where
the Australian Government opened the immigration to some 12,000,
amongst whom there were people from Syriac Orthodox Church who
settled in Victoria, New South Wales, Tasmania, South Australia, and
Queensland.
Syrian-Aramean community is as diverse as any other group in Australia
and is made up of Arameans migrants and refugees from Mesopotamia
that, following the Sykes-Picot agreement (1916), was partitioned into:
Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan, and Turkey. In addition, several of
the Syriac Orthodox Church members from India have also migrated to
Australia starting 2000, with a common language and relevant cultural
features. Proud of their culture, these refugees and migrants have
integrated and greatly contributed to the Australian society and way of
life (Abdo-Attia 2016).
Syriac community in Australia, both from the Middle East and India
amounts to about 12,000 people (Abdo-Attia 2016). A figure that have
increased following the migration from Syria and Iraq, also the ongoing
arrival of skilled workers from India.
Finally, it is important to state here that the SOCAE people are always
grateful to the governments and countries who have opened their arms
to welcome them as citizens, and they are always urged by their spiritual
leaders to be active members in their new countries.
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SOWA AT A GLANCE

BUILDING COMMUNITY HARMONY: SOWA’S WORK

NAME

GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE

Syrian Orthodox Women Association (SOWA)

Victoria

REGISTRATION

PRIMARY PURPOSE

Incorporated Association. CAV: A0051892V

A broad range of social, linguistic & cultural, historical, educational,
community support, religious activities. SOWA also support, in a smaller
scale, training of women for Income Generating Activities (IGA).

YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT
30th June 2008 (although the Association had been active for many
years before this date, this is the day when it was formally registered
with Consumer Affairs Victoria).

IMPACT

Contributing members- 100

Since its establishment, SOWA has worked with migrants & refugees
from Syria, Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq, and other Middle Eastern countries, to
enhance their opportunities for social engagement and participation in
various events within the community.

Participating members- around 1,000 (distributed in various councils,
among others: Greater Dandenong, Casey, Frankston City Council,
Moreland, Brimbank, Hume, Darebin, and Whittlesea. We also have a
small community in Geelong.

For the past 6-7 years, the focus of the Association are the newly arrived
refugees, from Syria, Iraq mostly, but also Lebanon and Turkey. We
accompany senior people (men and women), women and mothers, as
well as young people, in their journey to integration in Australia.

Structure: SOWA has an Executive Committee. Although in the past it
used to meet in St Aphrem Syrian Orthodox Church, located in Reservoir
(Victoria), due to the fluxes of Syriac refugees’ arrivals in the past three
years, mostly in the South (Casey and Dandenong) and Frankston, Hume
and Whittlesea, the Committee meets in church halls in those areas to be
closer and better attend the needs of these new arrivals.

Most funding comes from SOWA’s fundraising campaigns and direct
commitment of its members.

MEMBERSHIP

Often, the Committee meets in the private homes of the members.

SOURCE(S) AND TYPE OF FUNDING

Approx. total budget received in grants: Between 2008 and 2020,
SOWA has received less than 10,000AUD.
Sources:

No staff. All work relies on a committed Committee and regularly active
volunteers.

•

Victorian Multicultural Commission (VMC) -between 2,000-3,000
AUD to organize the Fest-

ETHNIC COMPOSITION

•

Department of Health and Human Services Victoria (around
5,000+700.00 AUD received for settlement services to Senior
members and family of the community).

Arameans from the land of Mesopotamia, now migrants & refugees from
today’s Syria, Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq, and other Middle Eastern countries.
No specific data available.

GOVERNANCE
SOWA’s Executive Committee meetings: In Dandenong and Endeavor
Hills, SOWA Executive Committee requested on many occasions to have
access to a room in one of the Community Centres to meet. This was
not an option unless SOWA paid, but the organization has no source of
income other than member and community contributions. Due to this
limitation, often the Executive Committee and any other ad hoc group
meets in the private homes of its members.

ACTIVITIES
SOWA is in first place, an Association that responds proactively, as well
as reactively to the needs of the community. For the past 6-7 years,
most of SOWA’s work has been in support of the newly arrived refugees
(2013-2020), mostly from Syria and Iraq, but also from Lebanon and
Turkey. Every 3-4 weeks SOWA organizes a social evening for the
Seniors and social evening for women (main purpose: to get them out of
isolation and accompany them in the process of developing a sense of
belonging and engagement with/within the Australian context -what the
country offers, their obligations & rights- while maintaining our identity).

Limited Funding and other types of support

The concept of “harmony” is at the centre of SOWA’s mission. For that
reason, the Association always tries to involve other communities and
cultural institutions in its social activities (e.g. SOWA invited mayors,
Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria, MRC-Settlement & Family
Services, the Victorian Council of Churches or senior management from
the Arab Bank, to its Festivals in 2010 and 2018).

One way or another, SOWA has received little or not available funding
(e.g. on one occasion SOWA applied for a 20k grant and received
around 2,000AUD) since its first started working for the community. It
is important to understand that a good proportion of the membership of
SOWA are newly arrived refugees with little or no income so relying on
membership fees for the sustainability of the Association’s activities is
not an option.

SOWA works around a plan of permanent activities conducted at
different moments around the year targeting different groups within the
community (e.g. Christmas, Easter, etc.), and timely activities organized
on regular basis depending on the needs and opportunities offered in
different seasons (e.g. Monthly Evening Family Gathering, Excursions,
Monthly kids activities, and BBQ on a nice weekend).

Vision: SOWA’s vision is to achieve excellence in delivery of services to
its members, leading to their full participation in the Australian society
through:
Information and educational programs

•

Leadership & parenting programs

•

Assistance to all Syriac Communities in breaking down barriers
and building their capacity to engage within the wider Australian
Multicultural community.

A subject of debate within SOWA is around the question of whether
asking or not for support. A resilient community that over the years has
self-supported its community members brings at times the perception
among some of the members that the community work is their
responsibility. Others, acknowledging that, consider that is the right of
SOWA, as a recognized community entity, to ask for existing institutional
support.

Whilst SOWA’s contribution to Syrian (Aramean) people make an
impact on their lives, many remain unsupported, without any visibility
of their situation in the Australian society. SOWA’s support is valuable,
particularly at ensuring their safety, but it proves to be a heavy and
lengthy financial burden on the community, bearing the responsibility to
assist while uncertain immigration processes take place.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOVERNMENT TO SUPPORTCOLLABORATE WITH THE COMMUNITY VIA SOWA

ORGANISATION VISION AND MISSION

•

At a time when COVID-19 is taking its toll on many countries, U.S.
Sanctions on Syria, and the US ‘Caesar Act’ sanctions applied from 1st
of July 2020 made it impossible to help our relatives and community
members! On 21st August 2020, H.H. Moran Mor Ignatius Aphrem II,
Patriarch of Antioch and all the East, the Supreme Head of the Universal
Syriac Orthodox Church, appealed to the United Nations2 to address
immediately the humanitarian crises faced by the Syriacs/Arameans in
the Northern and Eastern parts of Syria where water is being used as
weapon.

Mission: The Syrian Orthodox Women’s Association (SOWA) is a nonpolitical body dedicated to serving the welfare needs of members from
Syriac speaking backgrounds in Victoria. SOWA is a space where women
migrants and refugees from Syriac speaking backgrounds to support
each other, thus, aiding in the settlement process in Australia.

•

Recognizing and valuing this Community equally and at the same
level as other diaspora communities in Victoria and Australia.

•

Ensure that institutional support provided to newly arrived
community members is offered in the appropriate language for
everyone (e.g. case workers of Syrian (Aramean) speaking).

•

Ensure that institutions providing support to newly arrived
refugees/migrants include in their staff, at least a member of the
community to ensure cultural adequacy (trust: often newly arrived
persons, particularly those who have fled violence and conflict,
initially struggle to trust community outsiders).

•

CONTACT DETAILS:
Adibeh Abdo Attia,
E-mail: aaattia@optusnet.com.au
Mobile number: +61 405 690 928

COVID-19 Community response
Although unlike other communities in Australia, we do not have
information available in our language -Syriac, as the language is not
as yet considered an official language1 by the Australian Government.
However, the Archbishop, in co-operation with the committees continues
to provide relevant information, and we are in communication with our
members, inform them about the changing circumstances, what they
need to do. We also use Facebook to pass on messages.
Covid-19 is having an important impact on remittances to our families
in home countries. Whilst money senders’ services have been a system
utilized in the past, it remains expensive and priority was given to
relatives and friends traveling to home country and neighbouring states.
The great impact of the virus on traveling makes this option currently
impossible.

Turn SOWA into a Government ally for the purpose of:
- supporting newly arrived refugees to seek employment.
- directing newly arrived refugees to mental health services
that will support them in healing from trauma.
- To include SOWA’s women and youth members in the
training and courses such as leadership, media,
Interpreting & translating services, etc.
The Syriac community and SOWA case study was developed with the
generous contribution of Adibeh Abdo-Attia.
Adibeh Abdo-Attia, author & publisher, has over 40 years working
as an advocate for CALD communities and human rights defender,
as well as contributing to the development and achievements of
the Australian Tax Ofﬁce, the Australian Electoral Commission and
as a Producer/Broadcaster for 3ZZZ Show and 3CR. Adibeh sits on
numerous committees and has been instrumental in the establishment
of Jewish Christian Muslim Association, Victorian Council of Churches
and The Centre of Dialogue. She won a Syrian Ambassador award for
her work within the Arabic & Syrianc (Aramaic) community and was
the recipient of the ATO Harmony Hero Award. She has published
books to a multilingual audience (Syriac Aramaic, Arabic & English),
has been a speaker at several conferences and frequently writes
articles for numerous Arabic websites and magazines.

https://www.respect.gov.au/resources/cald-materials/
https://www.business.gov.au/About-us/Other-languages
EN325/20 of 21st August 2020 signed by HH Moran Mor Ignatius Aphrem I, Patriarch of Antioch and all the East, the Supreme Head of the Universal Syrian Orthodox Church, copy
of the letter can be viewed here https://www.facebook.com/MorIgnatiusAphremII/photos/pb.558842500880187.-2207520000../3113162698781475/?type=3&theater

1

2
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SRI LANKAN TAMILS
COMMUNITY

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF MIGRATION
The first international migration wave occurred right after the
independence in 1948, mostly consisted of professionals and students
mainly from the upper class and upper caste backgrounds (Van Hear
et al. 2004). People with English proficiency migrated during this time
(Orjuela 2008). The first wave cannot be labelled as ‘forced’ migration
or ‘victim’ experience. The strength of literacy, English competency,
affordability, and established attachments abroad might have been
among the main reasons for Tamils to migrate at that time. The second
migration wave occurred after the election in 1956. It consisted of those
who were in search of higher education and employment opportunities.
The civil war between Tamil militants and the government intensified
after 1980s causing the next waves of Tamil migration, mostly in the form
of asylum after the riot in 1983, increasingly from the lower class and
rural backgrounds (Orjuela 2008; Van Hear et al. 2004).

According to the Department of Home Affairs (2016), the first Sri Lankan
immigrants to Australia were recruited to work in the cane plantation in
the late 19th century. Many Tamils and Burghers migrated to Australia
after the introduction of the Sinhala Only Act in 1956. The changes in
Australia’s immigration policies in the late 1960s and early 1970s paved a
path for further Tamil migration to Australia. While there were many who
fled the war and reached Australia as humanitarian entrants, after the
ethnic genocide in 1983 and 2009, there was also a significant number
of Tamils migrating under skilled and family migration programs. It is
also important to note the Australian government relentless campaign
against asylum seekers from Sri Lanka in the post-war context despite
the reporting on human rights violations and ongoing ethnic outbidding
in Sri Lanka (Fernandes 2019).

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE

INTRODUCTION
Sri Lanka, formerly Ceylon, has a population of 21 million (DFAT 2019).
Tamils are the second largest ethnic group in Sri Lanka with 15.3% of
the population. The ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka can be dated back to
the colonial period. Academic literature on this issue highlights that
Sinhalese’ grievances against Tamils mounted upon the perception
that Tamils were favoured under British rule, particularly in the area of
education and public employment (Amarasingam 2015; DeVotta 2005;
Vimalarajah & Cheran 2010). On the other hand, lands in which Tamils
were concentrated in the island faced economic negligence from British
rulers since the economic interests of the British were largely placed
on the plantation sector (Weiss 2012). The outcome, however, was
the viewpoint that Tamils were preferred by the British and, therefore,
benefitted disproportionately. This viewpoint was utilised to justify the
actions of Sinhala politicians in rectifying given disparities in employment
and education between Tamils and Sinhalese in the post-independence
era (DeVotta 2005). Ethnic outbidding was used as a mechanism by
Sinhalese political elites to acquire and retain the political power in the
post-independent Sri Lanka.
In 1956, Prime Minster S.W.R.D Bandaranaike introduced the Official
Language Act through the parliament of Ceylon, declaring Sinhala
as the sole official language. The post-independent weak economy
intensified the tendency for discriminatory politics (Nithyanadam 2010).
Rulers employed ethno-based solutions as options to overcome the
difficulties. As a result, Tamils were gradually deprived of their rights to
access public services, and they ended up experiencing socioeconomic
disadvantages as an ethnic minority. The constitution in 1972 guaranteed
Buddhism a foremost place in the country and reaffirmed Sinhala as the
official language of Sri Lanka (Amarasingam 2015). District quota system
for university admission was introduced in 1974 which systematically
reduced the percentage of Tamil students entering the universities
(DeVotta 2005). Such measures intensified the unrest between Sinhala
and Tamil communities. In 1976, the leading Tamil political party, Tamil
United Liberation Front (TULF), called for a separate state ‘Tamil Eelam’
for Tamils in its Vaddukoddai Resolution. Tamil youth, on the other
hand, who lost their faith in state-politics and non-violent protests,
formed number of Tamil militant groups to fight for the rights of Tamils
(Nithyanadam 2010). The country experienced anti-Tamil riot in 1983,
following the riots in 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, which was marked in
history as the ‘worst ever anti-Tamil violence’.
Thousands of Tamils consequently fled the island and thereby
formed the Tamil diaspora that would fund the burgeoning
Tamil separatist movement, while thousands of others fled
to the Northern Province and joined the rebels fighting for
separatism. (DeVotta 2005, p.154)
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Thereafter the civil war between Tamil rebels and the government of
Sri Lanka (GoSL) was intensified. Among the Tamil militant groups,
Liberation of Tigers in Tamil Eelam (LTTE) claimed itself as the sole
representative of Tamils and launched a war against the Sri Lankan
government. After a certain number of attempts for peace-talks between
GoSL and LTTE failed without making progress, the post-9/11 context
turned to be the favour of GoSL (Faist 2007). President Mahinda
Rajapaksa was determined to utilise this situation to harness international
support for the fight against LTTE. The 30-years long civil war came to a
brutal end in May of 2009. The question arises at this point whether the
end of civil war marks the end of long-lasting ethnic outbidding and the
ethnic conflict in the island or not. The shift back to ‘nationalist-populist
state centred economic policies’ in post-war Sri Lanka was noticed
(Athukorala and Jayasuriya 2013, Jayasuriya 2019). The multi-ethnic and
multi-confessional coexistence in the island is further threatened by the
majoritarian ideology which is Sinhalese Buddhist nationalist ideology
(Devotta 2018).
Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora can be counted over one million (Institute
of Policy Studies Sri Lanka 2013; Orjuela 2008; Vimalarajah et. al 2011).
The size of the diaspora is more likely to be one-fourth of the total Sri
Lankan Tamils. The largely conflict-induced nature of this diaspora
consequently gave the community a self-identification and portrayal
as ‘victim diaspora’. The so-called ‘victim diaspora’ has been widely
criticised as ‘peace wrecker’ for its long-distance nationalism and its
role in funding LTTE (Fair 2007; Cohen 2008; International Crisis Group
2010; Vimalarajah & Cheran 2010; Vimalarajah et. al 2011). Nonetheless,
Tamil diaspora had been effective in addressing unmet needs in the
conflict zones of Sri Lanka (Cheran 2003). Cease-fire Agreement (CFA)
between LTTE and GoSL in 2002 opened the gates for Tamils abroad to
visit their ancestral lands, families and friends. It provided them with the
opportunities to strengthen their ties with their counterparts in Sri Lanka
and to engage in relief, reconstruction and development. Persistence of
such initiates wasn’t guaranteed since the internal climate dramatically
changed in the next few years. Tamil diaspora activism in the final
months of civil war marked the history.
Tamil diaspora groups and organisations in Canada, Europe and Australia
continue to support their homeland and people with post-war relief,
recovery, rehabilitation and development besides their political activism.
Some of the Tamil diaspora organisations move beyond their political
differences to put a united front for common causes. Some of them
celebrate and promote the Tamil language, which is one of the oldest
classical languages in use, and the cultural heritage in their countries of
residence.

The 2016 Australian census data for Sri Lankan Tamils do not accurately
capture Tamils with Sri Lankan or Ceylon origin. There are different
arguments in support and against nationality-based identification
and ethnicity-based identification. Australian Tamil Congress (2016)
highlights some of the practical issues with census questions on country
of birth, language spoken at home and ancestry. Please note some
people prefer to identify themselves as Tamils with Tamil ancestry or
Tamils from Ceylon rather than using ‘Sri Lankan’ identity due to the
conflict history. Muslims of Sri Lankan origin who speak Tamil and Indian
Tamils from Sri Lanka pose further challenges with ‘Tamil’ and ‘Sri Lankan
Tamil’ identifications. The census data used for this community profile is
thus not 100% representative of Tamils from Sri Lanka or Ceylon.
The following snippets from the community information summary by
the Department of Home Affairs (2016) rather depict the nuances of Sri
Lankan born population in Australia.

Structure by age

Gender structure

Male
57,280
52.1%

Female
52,573
47.9%
Language

49.9%
Sinhalese

0-14 years
15-24 years

24.9%

7.0%

Tamil

23.1%
English

8.5%

1.1%

Southern Asian Languages, nfd

0.6%

25-34 years 20.7%

Other languages

Ancestry response

35-44 years 21.8%

58.8%
Sri Lankan

45-54 years 16.5%
55-64 years 12.6%

12.1%

Sinhalese

8%

Tamil nfd

4.7%

Sri Lankan Tamil

65+ years

13%

16.4%

Other Ancestry
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DEGREE AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

According to Ancestry Multi Response (ANCP) in Australian Bureau of Statistics (2016), there were

7127 Sri Lankan Tamils,

7128 Indian Tamils and 7131 Tamil not further defined (nfd).

The following table shows the number of people who responded to the question on language spoken at home other than English with Tamil:

People who speak Tamil at home

Male
Australia

38,975

NSW

15,746

Female
34,184
13,937

Total
73,159
29,683

Families
28,138
11,417

Tamil community organisations comprise of Tamils of Sri Lankan,
Indian, Malaysian and Singaporean origins. There is a plethora of Tamil
community organisations, informal groups and networks in Australia.
Some of them are formed on the basis of country of origin and others are
formed on the basis of Tamil ethnic identity. Since the diasporic identity
as a group identity changes through time and space, the profile, purpose,
vision, and functions of these organisations evolve from their birth as
well. The trajectory of Victorian Tamil Association can be highlighted for
such evolvement. The organisation changed its name to reflect the social
ethos of respective periods – from Ceylon Tamil Association in 1978 to
Eelam Tamil Association in 2007, and now by the name of Victorian
Tamil Association, it serves Tamils of all origins in Victoria. Therefore, the
characteristics of Tamil diaspora organisations are somewhat fluid.
Tamil community organisations mainly focus on the communities in
Australia, counterparts in their country origin or both. Australian-focused
organisations function to promote community connections, language
and cultural heritage. These organisations also operate as supporting
social agencies for socially and economically disadvantaged members
of Tamil diaspora in Australia. For example, some of these organisations
provide refugee students and their families with financial support.

Some of the homeland-focused organisations are actively involved in
activism against human rights violations that took place in the last phase
of civil war, campaigning for transnational justice for war crimes and
shedding light on the ongoing struggle for self-determination.
The third type of organisations, which operational focus is on Tamil
community in Australia as well as the local counterparts in Sri Lanka,
delivers actions in both Australia and Sri Lanka. Sometimes these
organisations play as a focal point to maintain the ties between the
diaspora and homeland as well as the Tamil diaspora across countries.
Village associations and alumni associations are great examples for the
third category.
In addition to the main categories discussed above, there are faith-based,
professional and senior citizen organisations.
Tamil diaspora-led development and humanitarian actions can be divided
into structured and unstructured contributions. Structured contributions
have the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prioritising the local needs
Contextual appropriateness
Intimate connections
Domain knowledge
Flexibility in decision making

VIC

13,797

11,865

25,662

9,870

WA

3,607

3,285

6,892

2,651

QLD

2,951

2,564

5,515

2,121

SA

1,452

1,250

2,702

1,039

ACT

975

906

1,881

723

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES

NT

285

233

518

199

Six Tamil community organisational leaders were consulted to identify challenges, opportunities and priorities for Tamil diaspora communities
and organisations in Australia.

TAS

158

148

306

118

Religion

Education Level

40.8%

4.2%

Buddhism

Anglican

of the Sri Lanka born population
reported having completed a Bachelor degree
or above,

20.7%

3.8%

8.3%

Catholic

No religion, so described

18.8%

9.9%

Hinduism

Other religion

41.6%

Year 12 as their highest level of educational
attainment,

7.7%

Certificate III or IV

14.8%

Advanced Diploma or Diploma.

Legal Status

Professional Activities

31.4%

Professionals

60.3% of Sri Lanka born are
Australian citizens

14.6%

Clerical and Administrative
Workers

Unstructured contributions have the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Trust issues
Duplication of activities
Lack of transparency and accountability
Ineffective in terms of impact and sustainability

CHALLENGES

OPPORTUNITIES AND PRIORITIES

‘Tamil’ identification in the census was noted as problematic. Leaders
suggested a united ‘Tamil Australian’ identity for organisations working
with Tamil communities in Australia. The lack of networking between
Tamil diaspora organisations produces duplication of activities,
misunderstanding in the community and ineffective use of resources.
Male dominance in the leadership positions was also spotted during the
consultation.

‘Tamil Australian’ profiling is a key priority. Leaders suggested that
organisations can overcome their nationality-based labels, such as
Sri Lankan Tamils, for common causes. Tamil diaspora in Australia is
a vibrant community. Celebrating and promoting Tamil as one of the
oldest languages and the Tamil cultural heritage are very important to
the Tamil diaspora.

Funding is one of the key challenges for community organisations.
Covid-19 poses additional challenges as it has a huge impact on the
individual capacity of community members and thereby organisational
capacity for supporting development projects in Sri Lanka as well as
disadvantaged members of the Tamil diaspora in Australia, for example,
Tamil refugees who struggle with employment exploitation and lack
of financial support in this difficult time. Leaders acknowledged the
willingness to help while indicating the need for additional resources
from the government and capacity development for community
volunteers. One of the members of the reference group suggested that
government funding calls should be both activity-focused and visonfocused.

Leaders emphasised the need for a dedicated government unit to
govern diaspora affairs and promote meaningful collaborations. This
could also lead to better management of diaspora-led development
and humanitarian projects. DFAT can focus on areas of need based
on its country evaluation of Sri Lanka and engage with Tamil diaspora
community organisations that are willing to collaborate.
Other opportunities and priorities are listed below:
•

Improved networking between Tamil community organisations in
Australia

•

Sharing lessons between various diaspora communities in Australia

•

Mental health awareness:

Connection with councils, state governments and the federal government
was identified as an opportunity. However, these connections are limited
to immigration, education and multicultural affairs. There is no systematic
approach to community consultation.

o The information translated in Tamil and delivered in a culturally
appropriate way
o Training for Tamil community volunteers
•

Better connection with councils, state governments and federal
government

12.4%

•

Capacity development for Tamil community organisations

10.6%

•

Additional resources for Tamil community organisations that are
engaged with socially and economically disadvantaged members of
the community (especially during Covid-19).

Labourer

Managers
Data Source: ABS (2016 Census) https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/
census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/7201_036

The second type of organisations supports their homeland and the local
Tamil counterparts in post-war development, humanitarian assistance
and political resolution. Sri Lankan Tamil ethnic identity plays an
important role for these organisations to drive their operations in postwar Sri Lanka. Homeland-focused organisations largely implement
education-oriented programs besides economic enablement, information
technology, health and life skill development.

9.5%

Technicians and Trades Workers

National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreter (NAATI), 2005
5
Australian Migration Statistics( Department of Home Affairs) — released November 2019.
4
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT
How has DAA helped you?

ADVOCACY
Oromian Women Association Australia (OWAA)
What motivate you to start OWAA? You already have OSGA…
As Oromo women we realised that we needed to ﬁnd our own
voice. OSGA focus on Human Rights awareness, while with
OWAA we wanted to talk more about political issues and how
authorities intimidate and harass Oromo women in Ethiopia. We
also wanted to build leadership capacity among Oromo women.
If we can stand together and get strong, then we can stand for
people back home.
We are hoping that by raising our voices and getting stronger we
can change the system in Ethiopia. When I was a child, my father
was going in and out of prison just because he was an Oromo.
Seeing that, it was not hard to realise that Ethiopia existing
system was – and still is – not fair to all. We want Oromo selfdetermination, that’s why we take a stand.
What is it that you are trying to achieve?
Our vision was big when we started, but the evolving situation
in Oromia and Ethiopia dictated our agenda and focus. When
we started, we wanted to give voice to women, but now
we advocate for the general population. Under the current
government, Oromos are facing marginalisation, they are denied
basic human right, and have no freedom of speech. People are
feeling suffocated.
We recently celebrated Ireecha, which is like the annual
Thanksgiving for the Oromo people. This time, many people
took the streets of Finﬁnne (Addis Ababa) and Bishoftu (where
the main celebration took place) to demonstrate against the
government. Finﬁnne’s protesters were arrested, and few were
killed, and others were badly injured. However, in Bishouftu,
away from diplomatic delegations focus, internet network was
shot down and we had no way of contacting people there. After,
we were told that repression was harsh and those who tried to
use their phone to record what was happening were harassed
and intimidated with heavy armed forces.
Gun ﬁres were heard in the crowd, people described it as being
in a war zone. It was not a celebration, people looked sad and
silent. Oromo people cannot show any sign of being Oromo. It is
back to be like in the 60s and 70s.
Events like these are what made us to stand up. Even more so
after the July national election. More and more we see nonOromo talking on behalf of Oromos or replacing them without
actually caring or understanding us. Lately, government
appointed as representative of one of the Oromia area a man
who used to work as a cleaner in the US. This person has no
political experience, no education and he is incapable to do the
tasks he’s been given. If this continues, more and more there will
be human rights abuses and the country will look like its leaders.
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What do you ﬁnd hard when you are advocating for your
cause/community?
For us, the problem is that it’s hard to get people to understand
Oromo’s issues and the political situation. We always try to
elaborate and explain, but it’s difficult to clearly express what it
is like in Oromia for Oromo people.
Through DAA, we have been able to reach out to DFAT and
opposition leaders. I think that if we had tried by ourselves, we
would not have been able to do so. Sometimes I feel like people
don’t believe us or think of us as an interested group, biased.
Once we joined public event, attended by a diverse audience,
were we presented the Oromo Human Rights issues. One person
in the audience spoke to us, but all he was interested in was the
food and coffee. He was not interested about people dying.
It was really upsetting for those living it.
In Oromia, women are being abused and tortured in prison.
Anyone who tries to help them can get persecuted and killed.
Those who have stood for their rights, can have their heads cut
off and anyone who tries to report violence and abuses does at
their own risk.
Information from Oromia has been officially cut off. We can
get our information thanks to those who risk their life and that
of their family to let the outside world know what is going on in
Oromia. The frustrating part is that we cannot do much for them
and that’s what makes it hard for our community in Australia.
Language is another barrier. I have the conﬁdence and the
knowledge to speak up, but I don’t have the sophisticated
political language skills in English as I do in Afagan Oromo. We
need more young Oromo who studied here to work and taking
on our cause. We are highly supportive of our young women; we
want them to be empowered.
Who has been supporting you?
OSGA advise us with planning. Some time we get frustrated,
other times some women don’t join the meetings because they
are busy. The Oromo women here are good at contributing
ﬁnancially when women in Oromia are in need of support, but
they have little time for meetings. Particularly when we expect
greater number. When this happens, we organise community
gatherings. We use any moment to get together socially to talk
about Oromos’ issues.
The Oromo community is also encouraging us, but they need
more capacity building themselves to be able to support us as
needed.

DAA ampliﬁed our voices – it gave us a voice. DAA helped
with mentoring, leading the group in the right direction – even
when we get emotional and angry. DAA also helped us with
our advocacy strategy, supplying resources, information, and
writing.
Through DAA we built a connection with DFAT and met
opposition leaders. We have also started a newsletter to raise
awareness.
What will help you to reach your goal?
Oromo self-determination was our initial goal, because the more
we become marginalised the more we disappear and die.
We hope that our people can live in peace, working and studying.
But, as we speak, Oromia is being “dismantled”. It is equal to
zero life, no work, and no food. The government is stopping
people to harvest – Oromia grows its own food – which will also
affect next year food supply.

People are becoming refugees in their own country. A large
number of people are already starving. Our Oromo Relief
Association is struggling to reach those exposed to extreme
famine in Oromia.
We want peace, but to have that, Oromo people need to be
included in the national dialogue. I believe excluding Oromo
people from national dialogue will have a negative consequence.
Oromia comprises 11 zones, it is the most populated area in
Ethiopia. To get a stable and peaceful country all parties must sit
down together, equally and talk.
Even the current Abiy regime (PP) must be one of those invited
to participate in dialogue alongside the Oromo political leaders.
Also, the presence of a third neutral party is vital to facilitate
and oversee the practical steps is essential. This is the only way
peace can prevail and become true in the country.

2021 Humanitarian Leadership Conference –
Who are the Humanitarians?
The Humanitarian Leadership conference convened by
the Centre for Humanitarian Leadership and its partners
in April 2021 offered a wonderful opportunity to showcase
the transformative and innovative ways of diaspora humanitarianism. DAA moderated a panel discussion where
speakers Aseel Tayah, a proliﬁc art maker, Apajok Biar,
(South Sudan Voices of Salvation), Nora Michael (Assyrian Aid Society-Australia), and Hadi Zaher (Akademos
Society) spoke about their work.
Dr Louise Olliff, form Refugee Council of Australia
(RCOA), also joined us, kicking off the panel by framing
the conversation also clarifying who are “diasporas”.
Speakers talked about their projects, from the toy library
in Gaza, to ﬂood response in South Sudan, medical
assistance in Iraq and educational programs in Pakistan
and Afghanistan. Albeit the geographical regions and
communities of reference among our speakers were
different, there were some common threads to their work.
Presenters shared feelings of “guilt” and “gratitude”.
Guilt, towards the people they left behind, living in dire
situations, and gratitude for the opportunities they can
enjoy in Australia.
“Personally, I wouldn’t feel that I’d be successful in my
own right knowing that my own people are suffering”
(Nora Michael).

Presenters spoke of diaspora-led initiatives reaching
places where traditional NGOs don’t go. They described
their connection to local communities and familiarity with
the context in which they operate thus enabling tailored
and prompt response while aiming for sustainable
interventions that can improve people’s life.
However, it isn’t always a smooth sail. Nora Michael
told us how the existing political climate can inﬂuence
diaspora-led efforts. The Assyrian Aid Society has had
no choice but to redirect its resources towards meeting
people’s essential needs, particularly during COVID19,
instead of fulﬁlling its objective to improve the life of
Assyrian in their homeland, allowing their heritage and
culture to ﬂourish.
Technology and social media emerged as a key tool to
run fundraising, establish contacts, promote projects.
Coordination and unity were recognised as something
missing and needed among diaspora humanitarians.
Likewise, partnerships with INGOs were recognised as
potential way forward, beneﬁcial to both parties. INGOs
have the resources and the know-how, while diaspora
have the contextual knowledge and networks.
Speakers in the panel, clearly showed that any discussion
about future humanitarian leaders and what reshaping
the humanitarian ecosystem might look like has to have
diaspora communities involved.
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Tigray
The conﬂict in Tigray started in November 2020 and rapidly escalated over 6 months with thousands
of people experiencing violence, starvation, and abuses. Here some words from a Tigrayan community
member in Australia.

NETWORKING & FACILITATING
This last year DAA was able to play its bridging role by networking and facilitating
meetings between diaspora communities, government officials and politicians. The
people we assisted are representatives of the Afghan and the Tigrayan communities.

Afghan community

Following the “Peace Talks” in 2020, representatives of
the Afghan diaspora expressed their increasing concerns
for the future of Afghanistan, its safety and stability.
Since early 2020, Taliban’s attacks have increased and
intensiﬁed also impacting the community in Australia who
still have family and close relations in Afghanistan.

The recommendation was made on the strength of the
impact that the Taliban rhetoric could potentially have
on Australian vulnerable and disengaged people also
pointing out how the Taliban’s linkages and transnational
networks can pose a greater security treat to Australia
than the Taliban themselves.

Many Afghan Australia that migrated as refugees in the
last 20 years or so, are likely to be victims of the Taliban
persecution and were able to detect the early signs. Many
community members ﬂagged the danger of sitting at
the table with the Taliban and the sort of message that
it would have sent to other similar organisations in the
region.

The inquiry proceeding moved slowly and the Committee
has yet to complete its work.

An opportunity to ask the Australian government to
take a stand against the Taliban came by when the
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and
Security opened an inquiry into extremist movements
and radicalism in Australia. DAA, under the request of
community members, who feared for their safety and
that of their family members in Afghanistan should their
names be disclosed, presented a submission with one
recommendation: to list the Afghan Taliban as a terrorist
organisation.

However, as the situation started to escalate in May 2021,
DAA reached out to opposition party leaders to broker
meetings with community members. Sen. Janet Rice
was the only one to respond and met with community
representatives.
Alongside the work done on the inquiry into extremist
movements and radicalisms in Australia, DAA brokered a
meeting with the last Australian Ambassador appointed
to Afghanistan. The meeting was an opportunity to brief
the Ambassador on the Afghan community in Australia,
security concerns, humanitarian aid and development
and offer diaspora recommendations on how the
Australian-based community can work and engage with
the Embassy.

What is it that you are trying to achieve?

Who has been supporting you, apart from DAA?

The Australian government and public to know, to
voice and to act to stop the genocide, assisting
with rehabilitating the people of Tigray who are going
through unimaginable mass atrocities orchestrated by the
Ethiopian government.

Greens and Labor senators raising our suffering in
parliament and various Senate estimate meetings.

Can you tell me about your advocacy?
For the last ten months, the Ethiopian government
and its allies – the Amhara regional state and Eritrean
government forces – have committed and still committing
genocide of untold proportion on the people of Tigray.
The New York Times described committed crimes as a
“catalogue of horrors”1, characterized by genocide ethnic
cleansing2, weaponised starvation3 and man-made
famine4, widespread weaponised gender-based sexual
violence5, massacres of civilians6, destruction of religious
and cultural heritage7, looting and systematic destruction
of schools8, hospitals9, factories10, and infrastructure
including bridges on vital arteries for humanitarian
services11. Tigray is still under siege by these forces with
6.3 million people in dire need of food and hundreds of
people dying every day. Close to 100 thousand including
17,000 Former Ethiopian army officers of Tigrayan origin
are languishing in internment camps, many tortured to
death.
What do you ﬁnd hard when you are advocating for
your cause/community?
Main issues:
•

•

•
•

The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) staff
looking after and listening to our requests, though we
have not yet seen any change in outcomes.
How has DAA helped you?
Diaspora Action Australia, especially Ms Lorenza Lazzati,
has been instrumental in networking and facilitating
all the meetings we have had with opposition parties’
leaders and DFAT staff. Grateful to Ms Lorenza’s
meticulous and sustained efforts and for standing with us
in what has been unending and unimaginable horrible ten
months.
What will help you to reach your goal?
If the Australian government speaks up boldly
condemning the ongoing genocide, calling the UN
Security council to act in response to mass atrocities,
war crimes, crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing,
and taking its own action sanctioning Ethiopian, Amhara,
and Eritrean government official responsible for Tigrayan
genocide.
Assistance of the Australian media to bring the worst
genocide in the 21 centuries to the attention of the
Australian public, to garner support and put pressure on
the Australian government to act.

The Australian government limited interest and
shallow knowledge of on the issue, who is still
considering the Ethiopian government as a
responsible counterpart.
The Foreign Minister’s office treating the conﬂict
in Tigray as a normal diplomatic issue, expressing
concerns to the Ethiopian government – the Chief
Perpetrator of the crimes – instead of taking
a principled and strong stand condemning the
criminal acts of the Ethiopian, Amhara, and Eritrean
governments as there are several evidence reported
by international media, human rights organizations,
and UN bodies.
Not given the chance to meet with our Foreign
Minister H.E Senator Payne despite several attempts
to meet with her for the last 10 months.
Australian media limited interest.

“How Local Guerilla Fighters Routed Ethiopia’s Powerful Army,” The New York Times, 11 July 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/11/world/africa/tigray-guerrilla-ﬁghers-ethiopia-army.html
“’Leave no Tigrayan’: In Ethiopia, an ethnicity is erased,” Associate Press, 7 April 2021, https://apnews.com/article/ethiopia-tigray-minority-ethnic-cleansing-sudan-world-news-842741eebf9bf0984946619c0fc15023
“Blinken condemns ‘ethnic cleansing’ in Ethiopia’s Tigray”, AFP, 10 March 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-9c2DzLbNs
3
Tigray Suffers from Man-Made Famine. https://theowp.org/tigray-suffers-from-man-made-famine/
4
https://theconversation.com/the-war-in-tigray-the-makings-of-a-man-made-famine-and-what-can-be-done-165406
5
“Ethiopia: ‘I don’t know if they realized I was a person’: Rape and sexual violence in the conﬂict in Tigray, Ethiopia”, Amnesty International, 11 August 2021, https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/
afr25/4569/2021/en/
6
“New video of Ethiopia massacre shows soldiers passing phone around to document their executions of unarmed men,” CNN, 29 June 2021, https://edition.cnn.com/2021/06/27/africa/ethiopia-massacre-tigraymahibere-dego-cmd-intl/index.html
“Ethiopia: Eritrean troops’ massacre of hundreds of Axum civilians may amount to crime against humanity,” Amnesty International, 26 February 2021, https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2021/02/
ethiopia-eritrean-troops-massacre-of-hundreds-of-axum-civilians-may-amount-to-crime-against-humanity/
“Ethiopia: Unlawful Shelling of Tigray Urban Areas,” Human Rights Watch, 11 February 2021, https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/02/11/ethiopia-unlawful-shelling-tigray-urban-areas
“Ethiopia: video of Tigray massacre lifts lid on ‘war without photos’,” France 24, 10 March 2021, https://observers.france24.com/en/africa/20210312-ethiopia-tigray-video-massacre-war-mai-harmaz-investigation
“Massacre in the mountains: They thought they’d be safe at a church; then the soldiers arrived,” CNN, 22
“Bodies pile up as hidden horrors of Ethiopian war,” The Times, 7 May 2021, https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/bodies-pile-up-as-hidden-horrors-of-ethiopian-war-are-revealed-9l22vvlh8
7
“Tigray: Why are soldiers attacking religious heritage sites?” African Arguments, 12 March 2021, https://africanarguments.org/2021/03/tigray-why-are-soldiers-attacking-religious-heritage-sites/
“In Tigray’s war, ancient Christian and Muslim houses of worship are increasingly under attack,” Globe and Mail, 11 May 2021, https://www.theglobeandmail.com/world/article-in-tigrays-war-ancient-christian-andmuslim-houses-of-worship-risk/
8
“Ethiopia: Tigray Schools Occupied, Looted,” Human Rights Watch 28 May 2021, https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/05/28/ethiopia-tigray-schools-occupied-looted
9
“Ethiopia’s Tigray crisis: Hospitals ‘vandalised and looted’,” BBC, 15 March 2021, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-56399882
“MSF: HEALTH FACILITIES TARGETED IN ETHIOPIA’S TIGRAY REGION,” MSF, 18 March 2021, https://msf.org.au/article/statements-opinion/msf-health-facilities-targeted-ethiopia%E2%80%99s-tigray-region
10
“The war on Tigray: glimpses of the destruction in Tigray,” TGHAT, https://www.tghat.com/2021/01/13/glimpses-of-the-destruction-in-tigray/
11
“Tigray, Ethiopia: Peace and security in Africa - Security Council (2 July 2021)”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PjiE6GFYW_k
1
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PROJECT
PHASE 1

Build classrooms, kitchen and
dining facilities and toilets.

MENTORING
South Sudan Child First Education

SSCFE vision is for a just and peaceful community in South Sudan, where everyone
can access education and health care, and the community works together to create
opportunities for a better life.

SSCFE has worked alongside DAA for over a year.
COVID19 restrictions impacted how mentoring is
delivered and forced all of us to take a step back and
slow down a little. Having said that, SSCFE members
worked tirelessly to strengthen their governance and
develop their programme.
In the initial stages, meetings involved the participation
of other diaspora organisations’ members or people
with speciﬁc knowledge and set of skills. This served the
dual purpose of building connections while exchanging
knowledge and know-how. As we started to get into the
nitty-gritty details of the project, we moved to focused
one-on-one meetings to work on context analysis, project
planning, risk assessment and mitigation, and MEL.
The words that were used the most in our meetings were
“peace” and “dialogue”.

Build a clinic to help women
and children

Driven by the desire to help and give back to community
members in Pannyok (Twic region, South Sudan), SSCFE
members are investing time, effort, and energy to
build a cohesive and strong team whose members are
in Australia, Juba and Pannyok. Professionals in Juba,
community leaders and the Women of Pannyok are
stakeholders, beneﬁciaries as well as volunteers.
The success of the project lies on the deep, trusting
connection that people are building together as well as
everyone’s ability to listen to one another. Now, as we
approach the end of our planning, we are starting to look
for potential donors and how to raise funds.

Building the facility

•

Create a safe place for women and children

Deliver a year schooling

•
•
•
•

Improve literacy
Prevent girls’ early marriage and increase their opportunities
Prevent boys to become child soldiers
Foster dialogue and show people a different way of leaving

Provide students
(particularly orphans) with
one meal a day

•
•
•
•

Improve literacy
Prevent girls’ early marriage and increase their opportunities
Prevent boys to become child soldiers
Foster dialogue and show people a different way of leaving

•

Foster women’s ﬁnancial independence and conﬁdence.

•

Safe place for women to give birth.

Supply medical equipment
and medication

•

Improve health condition of local population. People will no
longer die trying to reach a clinic in the near province.

Develop ﬁrst aid and midwife
training

•

Create work opportunities while ensuring care and assistance
in case doctors aren’t available.

Recruit doctor(s) midwife and
nurses.

•

Reduce childbirth mortality.

•

Reduce food shortage.

•

Create work opportunities

•

Foster sustainability

•

Improve local population diet.

•

Foster community self-reliance and food security.

Support local women to
start café/restaurant
business

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Create sustainable farming

IMPACTS

SUB-PROJECT

Build the clinic

Build training facility

Deliver farming training

A special thanks to Helen Dakin for her pivotal contribution developing SSCFE policies and constitution.

Federation of Equatoria Community Association Australia
Federation of Equatoria Community Association in
Australia (FECAA) is the national peak body representing
the Equatoria Community (commonly known as
Equatorians) in Australia. FECAA’s main objective is to
“provide a platform for advocacy, ensuring the speciﬁc
interest of ethnic communities is brought to the attention
of government and non-governments, health and
education providers, and the wider community”.
In 2020, following the success of its 2 conferences,
FECAA felt the need to develop a new strategic plan to
better reﬂect and represent the need of the Equatoria
community in Australia. DAA played the role of the neutral
facilitator, moderating the dialogue between community
groups, developing survey questionnaires, and analysing
engagement outcomes.
Neutrality was important to ensure that all the voices
within FECAA were represented and community members
felt a sense of ownership towards the ﬁnal document.
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While consultations were run during a difficult time, with
lockdown restrictions in place in some locations and
internal borders closed, community members across all of
Australia participated and got involved in the discussion.
To ensure that different groups were represented, we
run separate consultations with women, youth, board
members and key stakeholders. The process outlined
three key priority areas – engagement, communication,
and governance – that need to be strengthened and
improved.
The strategic plan focuses on redesigning FECAA
organisational structure and chain of command, which
implies to rethink how the organisation engages and
communicates with community members in a spirit or
reciprocity. The new strategic plan also aimed to heighten
FECAA’s role has a platform to connect and support the
Equatoria community in Australia.
It was a great pleasure to work with FECAA and
accompany the organisation through this crucial time
62

VOLUNTEERS
DAA has engaged with volunteers since the organisation began.
We are very proud of the role we have been able to play, providing
opportunities for countless individuals to gain work experience in
Australia and the sector. Our volunteer alumni are spread across the
INGO and government sectors, contributing their varied and valuable
skills to humanitarian development.
We are also extremely grateful for the critical role our volunteers have
played in enabling DAAs work. As an organisation that has never been
funded in line with demand for our support, volunteers have delivered
signiﬁcant pieces of our work with diaspora communities. The generous
gift of their time and expertise has made an enormous difference,
and we thank each and every person who has volunteered with DAA
throughout our history.
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